Wireless dorms
may be a reality
BY CASSIE POTIER
(ontntwrtni witter

II was a Wednesday night
and freshman Wes Call was
in his room in Weaver Hall
working on a term paper due t he
next day. As he surfed the Web
doing research, a few friends
came by his room. One thing led
to another and his room was full
of people. Wes wanted to leave
so he could concentrate, but he
remembered that dorm study
lounges don't have Internet.
"Nut having internet access
in the study lounges does
not lead to a conducive stud\
environment," SGA Sen. John
Suiter said.
Slitter thought with today's
technology, having wireless in
the dorms realty shouldn't be
tix> much lo ask, so he decided
to lake matters into his own
hands and try to pressure
Information Technology and
Office of Residence Life into
getting this done.
At the beginning of
October, I called Dick Johnson
with IT to talk to him about
wireless networking," Sutter
said.
Johnson told Sutter that

IT was ready to install wireless
in dorms and was waiting for
approval from ORL.
IT investigated adding
wireless to study lounges last
fall and gave the information to
ORL According to Dale Ilulve>,
Assistant Vice President for
IT, it took an entire year to
respond. Hulvey said Johnson
called ()RL this year to let them
know how much the wireless
would cost and remind them of
the issue.
ORL found room in its
budget and decided to get the
project underway, according to
Sutter. When asked about the
year long hold up, ORL had no
comment.
Hulvey said IT plans on
doing a site review next week to
see which dorms will In- eariari
to install wireless. Hillside is
already completed. IT expects
newer dorms such as Potomac,
Chesapeake, and the newly
renovated Bluestones to be
next. The Village dorms ait
expected to be more difficult
and left until last.
For the easier dorms,
wireless should be installed
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Rodney Egle, Lin wood Rose, Ciov. Timothy M. Kaine, Bill Kyger and Walter Moos were present
Tuesday at the SRI International's groundbreaking for the Center for Advanced Drug Research. The
center is expected to provide research and development opportunities for Harrisonburg.
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Faculty-dominated floor hockey team
continue education on the floor
JHARY FRANCES C2AKSTV
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The potential land sale would odd ovtr 30 o<r« It JMU's protwty mm the ftnm of Port Republic Road and Neft Avenue

JMU considers $7 million
deal for 32.6 acres
construction.

BY ASHT0N SMITH

MOIJI

JMU has begun the process uf
acquiring 32.6 acres of land near the
corner of Fort Republic Road and Neff
Avenue, for recreational and athletic
purposes.
The city council met Nov. 27 to
discuss the buying the land for $7
million, hut no decision will be made
until after a second hearing.
"JMU has such an involved
student body, with intramural and
club sports," l>on Kgle. the University
Spokesman, said. There IN the need
to provide op|>ortunities for the
students."
Planning for the new fields is still
in the early stages, and there is no
projected date for the completion of

The General Assembly approved
the expenditure of aid vanity funds
during its March session and
determined that the money to buy the
land would come from the BBivintt/l
reserves
The university wants the added
acreage U'tause there are no current
plans to renovate the old helds .it
Memorial Hall, Kgle said. The stadium
was inspected to see what would be
necessary for renovations but was
found to be in poor condition.
The stadium and the connecting
track and field are currently used as
practice fields, and the new acreage
would be open to all JMU students
and for NCAA-level competition.
The blueprints for the fields will
be presented to the JMU Board of

Visitors at their meeting in January.
As the expansion deal is not yet
finalized it is up to the city council to
continue plans. If the proposal passes,
it will take some time before the
process is complete.
Some JMU students disagree over
whether the new addition would help
or hinder the university.
"I always see the athletic fields
parked with people," junior Kristin Otte
said. "I think the students use athletics
to relieve stress, MI the fields would IK'
a ureat addition to our schooj."
Senior Paul Pflueger disagreed.
1 know the university is projecting
more growth in the future so I don't
know why they wouldn't use Unit land
for more dorms and classrooms," he
said. They should focus on expanding
the unJvcrsfc) itseit

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
The final installment of Tim Chapman's three-part
series on the life of JMU basketball player Pierre Curtis'
page 12
The first two installments are available at thvhreeze.org
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The Nooners' strategy is very
simple. They practice.
Twice a week every week, the
intramural floor hockey team, largely
made up of faculty and staff, meets
in the Multi-Activity Gymnasium in
UREC for what Wayne Steel calls
lust a bunch of people having fun."
"If the other teams practiced as
much as we did, they could beat us,"
Steel, an ISAT professor, said. "But
they don't. So we win."
Their strategy seems to be
working. The Nooners earned their
eighth intramural championship title
Sunday night in Godwin gym against
the fraternity Alpha Tau Omega.
The little red ball bounced
erratically on the wooden floor for
three 10-minute periods, culminating
in a 4-1 victory for the Nooners in the
most competitive level of intramurals
at JMU.
Team captain and ISAT professor
Bob Koolvord. who refers to himself
as the "ringleader" rather than
captain, said the team was founded
12 years ago by athletic coaches who
wanted to stay in shape. They picked
hockey because it was a sport that
none of them had played before.
"Basically, they wanted something
that no one was good at," Kolvoord
said.
The Nooners finished this season
undefeated, winning seven games
with a total of 44 goals and allowing
only 8 goals to be scored by their
opponents
John Noftsinger, ISAT professor,
said that when the Nooners show
up to play an intramural opponent
they've never played before, students
are surprised to see faculty filing
through the door.
"They're smiling, thinking it's
going to be an easy win because
we're old," he said. "And then they
notice we have our own sticks. And
then they see us start to warm up,
and they start to realize we're pretty
good."
Noftsinger said that their strength
lies in their ability to play as, well, a
team.
"They have better, sleeker
1 udi\ idual players than we do, but we
play together." Noftsinger said. "We
know our places and how to cover

each other."
The players' reasons for joining
are as varied as their areas of
expertise.
"I kept watching my boss
(Kolvoord) walk up and down the
hallway with a hockey stick," Steel
said. "I figured I'd give it a shot, and
I never quit."
Dan Amon, one of two students on
the team, said he was doing ph\su 1
research with a Nooner when he was
invited to play.
"I walked in and there was this
big bucket of sticks," Amon said. "I
grabbed one and figured I'd see how
it goes."
Steel said he looks forward to
playing because it's urarciM that
doesn't feel tedious.
"Running on a treadmill is one of
the more boring things in life." Steel
said. "I'll keep playing as long as my
body holds up."
Goalie Ciro Papi is in his third
season with the Nooners He plays
in a faded orange jersey that he says
is from his roller hockey days — in
middle school.
"Don't laugh because it still fits.*'
he said, chuckling.
He gut started when he saw the
Nooners practicing 111 I'RKC He
asked if he could play, too, and he
was soon outfitted as goalkeeper
"I love the feeling of being the
last person to shut someone down."
Ciro said.
ucHOOtKRVHft*
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Vandalism
A .IMU officer ilisi'ouTcd graffiti on the- outside of the Music Building at an unknown time between Nov. 17 and |8.
A JMU officer discovered graffiti on a railroad trestle in Cs-Lot at an unknown time on an unknown date.
A JMU employee reported graffiti on a parking sign on Lakeside Service Drive at an unknown
time on .in unknown date.
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A JML' employee reported the theft of a parking permit from a vehicle in W-Lot between 8:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on Nov. 29.
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A JMl' employee reported the theft of two pictures worth $12998 from a hallway in Godwin Hall
at an unknown time on an unknown date.
A JMU student reported the theft of a 2007-08 composite valued at $2600 from the first floor
foyer of the Zeta Tail Alpha House at an unknown time between Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
A JMU student reported the theft of a red Schwinn Varsity Bicycle worth $100 at the Hillside
Hall bike rack on Nov. 27 between 6:30 p.m. and 7:15 p.m.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Mary Frances
Czarsty, editor.

A JMU student reported the theft of the front license plate from a vehicle at an unknown time
on Nov. 18.

MISSION

A JMU student reported the theft of money and an iPod nano from a dorm room in Dingledine
Hall at an unknown time on Nov. 18.

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting netvs involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and
firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

A JMU officer reported the theft of a Centennial flag worth $500 from Wilson Hall at an unknown time on Nov. 20.
A JMU student reported the theft of a commuter parking decal from a vehicle between noon and
2 p.m. on Nov. 26.

Possession of marijuana
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana in Frederickson Hall on Nov. 30 at
8:57 p.m.

How to place a classified:
— Go to iuuiui.fne6reeze.ory and click on the classified link or come into the office weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m..
— Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in 77ie Breeze office.

A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana in Eagle Hall on Nov. 15 at 11:45
p.m.
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana in Spruce House on Nov. 15 at 11:53
p.m.

AKST

A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana in Wayland Hall on Nov. 19 at 8:33
p.m.
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana and a drug violation in Frederickson
on Nov. 25 at 10 p.m.
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A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana and a drug violation in W-Lot on Nov.
26 at 11:52 p.m.

Property Damage
A JMU student reported $30 in fire damage to a trashcan in a third floor bathroom of Chesapeake Hall at an unknown time on an unkown date.

%njle$ $)

A JMU student reports $25 in damage to a dorm room door in Dingledine Hall at an unkown
time on an unknown date.

Number of parking tit keis since Aug. 27: 9600
Number of parking In'kets at this lime last year: 8693

Now Open

December Speciafs

A JMU employee reported S100 in damage to the drive side mirror of a vehicle in P-Lot at an
unknown time on Dec. 1.

Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27: 53
Number of dnink in publics at this time last year: 47

@

Q)Pot Mondays 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Visit us at our new location
on Deyerle Avenue!
FuliFoi(
Manicure &•' Pedicure
'Brazilion Wax
i fxour "Massage
10 Tan Sessions

432-5544
2040 Deyerle Ave.
Harrisonbure VA 22801
Across from Gold's Gvm

$10 off
$35
$50 and up
$10 off
$10

Mention this ad to receive
discounts, (good thru 12/31)
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Too much stuff? A BOX is the answer!
Moving...Building...Remodeling? RENT A BOX!
Portable, secure, all steel storage units
8x8x12 and 8x8x16 foot sizes delivered to your home or business
Store at your location or in our warehouse
Easier and cheaper than truck rentals and self storage
Boxes, packing supples available

Studying abroad next semester?
Store your stuff with us
@ our warehouse!

Warehouse
storage
available for
lease
100,000 sq.ft.
will divide

Call A BOX 540-801-0404
www.aboxofthevalley.com
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With ihc linlui;i\s,|uiikl\ npproAching, camptu is sl<ml\
InuMfonningiiiloaWfailci Wonderland I rom Ihe huge illiimfiuted Irpconthe quad, i" the blaring hohdm miu ii piaj
inn in the dining lacilitivs, it's almost impiMsiblr naU i«> be
i' miodod th.it ('liiisiin.iv is,HI iti ^.i\ Sludcrils nl JMI n
i'I inn Ihe lidli«l.i\ dieer, ahhnufth «>rne relebrolionii
have nothing to do with Santa ami Christmas carets,
Sophomore Sarah KavUnpour is one <W the mam non*
( Inisii.in MiKlmiv.il JMU Being Muslim .mil Mlowiniithc
religkMw iradhloM thai go along with ii she eloos nol cd
ebratc Christaiu
I ii-u.iii\ tu tit in\ .unit s house around Christmaa be
cause her husband is Christian Kavianpour said Um we
don'l IIIM .i in. MI anything In in> house."
Muslims do not haw ■> traditional holiday thai consii
lend) foils around the same time, likcothei wuitei holidays.
However, Ramadan, Ihe Islamic month ol fasting is nomt*
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times celebrated il<>s. to the othei holidays H ksnl at the
same Aan everj yeai because M ehanges based on the lunar
calendai
ii \i.is around Christmas, Hanukkah and Kwanza i
couple o. \< an ago, which was cool because everyone was
eelebniHngnt the same limr.' Kavunpoui aakL
pour said she <li» sn'l mind lhe< tiristnu*.
i
II. red throughout campus
I .In i celebrate Christmas .M home, bul I don'l mind
ihr decorations around campus," she said "lltrvYr making
peopli happ) and the tree looks restive, xt it's fine, I realize
ih.it most people are Christian The) can t accommodate lor
. v, i\(.ii. iTterearcnkrtol retkionsoul Its re
JMU lliili'l h.iv its own 11."litmus for the* i
Deccmoci iih.it sundown is the first Nght "I Hanukkah, said hopnomore Undsa> Eish
rdigiisis
rv.ni planner. 'We re going to lij;lii the first candle on ili<M. n. <i ill .iinl |iiv| hnn
I hlli I also WI.IM.III Shabbat, 01 ihe Jewish da> "I rest,
ever) Prldoj Klsberg said members it\ to get together I<>I
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Shabbat once w twice .1 month l>\ having .1 big dinner together.
\\i arc going i<> hove dreklels and more Hanukkah re
lated stufl at Ihe one this Friday," die said,
Campus wide events arc making efforts i>> be m
in. lu-ivr iln- \ 11 rhejunioi claw hosted the annual Tree
Lighting(ti. Mium .in ill. Quad Sunda) evening
W< 1. Irving tu I*- more iiu'lusivT »l othei rdi
sakl (links class pn sident > biquita Kim:. .Hiding that IMI'
is trying to steei nwa) fromspccifii rvtigionsatto
King t'lt ih it 1 he I rev- lighting \*.i* an apfvopriate hoUl ration becauM1 the tree isn t 1 < hristian symbol,
even though M 9 onl) associated with Christmas.
tin. <>i tin in.nn goals tA thin event ^ to unit) the Hat
1 iv. ml 1111-.mi 1 JMU community, King said
wii.iln 1 ii is with 1 ivligjoiui group, "iih i.uniK and
friends, 01 |usl with Ihe rest <>i tl»' student I»KI\ and st.iit.
tl shard not to get into a holidav mood in one \» 13 DI another
at JMU
\s Kovianpoui |Hit El, TTiat stufl is contagious "
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JMU alum builds local green house
to promote energy sustainability
it affordable on the basis of economies of scale.
Kandcr thinks that this is higlih feasible due to
his successes so far
"He's ahead of the curve because people have
marketed green houses with one or two elements,
but he's combining them all," Kander said. "It's
that integration factor that makes it more unique.
No one has taken that on as a goal."
The first committed occupant of the house.
Briana Carper, said she thinks that the house
could lead to impressive results.
"I think it's definitely a start towards the future
with new environmental standards." she said.
Carper has been an intern with Fettig and
plans to do her senior thesis with the house next
year.
"When I first heard about it, I thought that it
was a great chance that not a lot of people have,"
Carper said. "Ill get to experience this first hand
rather than just talk about it in class."
Kander agreed that this
will be a valuable tool for the

IY KATIE THISOEll
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Zach Fettig wants to change the environment,
one green house at a time.
Fettig graduated from CISAT in Dec. 2006
; with concentrations in biotechnology and envi; run mental science. By May he began his business,
BbsMDdoal) Sustainable Technologies.
He us currently in the process of building a
sustainable house. Ixx-nted north of Harrisonburg, it will be completed in March, and four students will move in for the fall semester.
"Inis is unique because it will show you that
you can have a self-sustaining house, that may
eventually be off-grid." Fettigsaid.
The hi Hist' will be tied to the ISAT department
for student research. Fettig has been working
with the department to have faculty involvement
in order to give JML* a bigger
role in the project.
"Zach has a great IHIMIUV. ...
student occupants.
model," department head Kim
"By living in the house
aid Kandcr said. "He's being
day-to-day,
they'll see how
philanthropic to help ISAT but
When I first heard
small changes in their behavalso has a smart business model
about it, I thought
ior causes big energy changon his part. ThisisatypK-.il ISA I
es," Kander said. "Eventually
solution because he's thinking
that
it
was
a
great
they'll have a smaller carbon
outside of the box."
The house is being built with
chance that not a lot footprint, and it'll be a winwin situation because they'll
a Leadership in Knergv ami Enof people have.
leave living more sustainabilvironmental Design platinum
ity."
certification, which requires
Kander said that this
minimal energy usage.
-BRIANA CARPER
Fettig incorporated many
future occupem ol sustcmoMi house idea has been developing for
■.CVIT.I1 u-.ip. Kir.iusi' ISAT
green materials and designs into
m m students are required to take
the house in order for it to be
courses out of several differsustainable. These include bament fields they receive a wide
boo flooring, local quarry tiles
breadth of understanding of
and low-flow showerheads and toilets. There will
also be south-facing windows (or heat, fans to cir- niiuvpts
"They can have an ownership of their curculate air. and Energy Star appliances. The house
will also have its own water treatment facility, as riculum path." Kander said. "I think that Zach
has
had this idea growing in his mind for awhile,
well as wind turbines and solar panels for energy
maybe even since his sophomore year."
production.
Fettig and Carper are interviewing prospec"You can't pick up a paper today and not see
something about technology," Fettig said. There IJvc students who want to live in the house and
participate
in the research.
are only a few unique markets out there, and
"They will be involved in something that can
green housing is one of those. I think this is an
important concept because it's been a long time be pretty big," Fettig said.
Kandcr said that the house has the potential
coming. It's important that businesses and industo tie into most departments at JMU. from the
tries take the lead in making it mainstream '
College
of Business to Interdisciplinary Liberal
To build his first house. Fettig'§ company obStudies.
tained a loan from Summit Community Bank.
'There's all kinds of directions this could go,"
Fettig hope! to evantUalK make his product
commercially available worldwide, .mil make Kander said. "It's an organic, evolving project."
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New tree species named
tor VT professor

ing a campus building and
shooting another student with
a toy netl gun, according to
Don Egle, university spokes-
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person
Police have sense labeled
Ihe incident a pronk ond have
said that student's ore not al
People with any ques-

A iww sperjes of ytw tree, Tcocus
Kjrflstori, was rented in honor olVr
grnio Tech chemistry professor David
Kingston The tree was drscrjvsred in
Taiwan. Indn and Chma by betort
Richard Spjule who rowed it oner his
former partner and fnend, Kingston
/Vfcdfeaoreftrw reports that
Kingston beleves Spjule named the
species after hen because of Its ejoev
she research ink the cane, trrakng
prorerles in the compounds of the
ytw tree.
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Students ot the university have
been nwddying the lyrics to the
"Good Old Song," chanted by fans
during football gomes The lyrics
ace written as. "We come horn
old Virginia, where all is bright
and gay." bul some students and
fans have token to singing 'where
all n bright ond not gay' Student
groups, such os the Queer ond Al
lied Activism group ol U Vo, ace
urging others to consider the seii
ousness of the lyrics

O
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Students in a UMW
awarded SI0.0O0 in grant
money to Ihe National Housing
Trust/Enterprise Preservation
Corporation and the Ftedeticksburg Counseling Services,
Inc. The grants were funded by
Doris luffed s Sunshine lody
Foundolion ond ihe students
received ?6 applications far
the funds. This is the third

Clhe class has been of
d.
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Scores show American teenagers are behind in science and math
BY MARIA GLOO
the Woshinglon Post

WASHINGTON - American teenagers
liave less mastery of science and math• nutk-s than peers in many industrialized
nations, iKttirding to scores on a major
international exam released Tuesday.
Ixltication experts say results of the
■2tiob Program for International Student
Assessment highlight the need for changes
in classrooms and in the federal No Child
\rfl Behind law. The average science score
9 15-year-olds lagged that of students
in 16 of 30 countries in the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Dewlopment.
a Paris-based group that represents the
world's richest countries. 115. students
were further behind in math, trailing counterparts in 23 countries.
"How are our children going to be
able to compete with the children of the
world? The answer is not well." said former Colorado governor Roy Roincr. who
is chairman of Strong American Schools, a
nonpartisan group seeking to make education prominent in the 2008 presidential
election.
The PISA test, given every three years,
measures the ability of 15-year-olds to

answer math and science problems. About
400,000 students, including 5.600 in the
United States, took the 2006 exam. There
is also a reading portion, but the results for
U.S. students were thrown out because the
tests wen? printed incorrectly.
The PISA results underscore concern
in some quarters that too few U.S. students
are prepared to become engineers, scientists and physicians and that the nation
may lose ground to economic competitor- An expert panel appointed last year
by President Bush is preparing to recommend ways to improve [xihlic school math
instruction, with a focus on algebra.

PISA first administered in 2000, covers reading, math and science, but each
tinve the test is given it focuses in depth on
ODB subject. last year's exam spotlighted science, covering concepts in |>hysicN,
chemistry, biology, and earth and space
science.
(>n the science portion. U.S. .students,
most of them loth-graders, earned an
average score of 489 on a 1.000-point
scale, 11 points below the average of the 30
countries. Canada, Japan and Korea were
among the countries in which students
(Hitperformed American counterparts.
U.S. students were on par with eight coun-

New Years Resolution: Head The limwOTWfy Monthly and Thursday.

Hie Breeze will be bach in 2606
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Harrisonburg's source for
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Earth
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tries and outperformed five.
In math, only four countries had average scores lower than the United States.
BdtlCStJoo Secretary Margaret
Spellings called the results disappoiniin.;
hul noted that the National Math nu
and other initi.itiu-s Ml in motion to
improve math nd sdnOO edacstton The
ranking "speaks to what President Bush
has k>ng been advocating for: more rigor
in our nation's high schools; additional
resources for advanced courses to prepare students for college-level studies; and
stronger math and science education." she
snkl in .1 statement.
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University employee mediation
program wins national award
BY VIVIAN YUM
(ontiibulini wnW

of training to become a co-mediator. Mediation sessions are available for both individual
and groups.
Human Resource Service Center representative Melinda Hard wick is one of the five
certified by the Virginia Supreme Court and
she feels honored to be associated with this
program.
"I was assigned to research the feasibility of
starting a mediation program." Hardwick said. "I
pulled together a group of very capable people
and we looked at other mediation programs."
Cone added that many
other public universities do
not have this type of service

JMU received the College and University
Professional
Association
for
Human
1
RMOOKM 2007 Successful Practices Award
in recognition of JMU's Employee Mediation
Program, designed to help JMU employees
resolve conflict.
"This is a service that was created because
conflict and workplace issues range from
coworkers to employees," said Yohna Cone,
director of human resources. "This mediation program is an alternative disU
pute option to resolve conavailable.
flict and is a medi.uiiMii
"We have had much
Folks feel good when
success." she said. "What's
or opportunity for employees."
unique is that you don't
they are part of a
typically find this program
Cone submitted the proin other Human Resource
gram to the association's
solution.
Departments at other unichapter for the Southern
versities. We saw it as a wonregion and it was nominMrd
for the national award.
way for employees to
-YOHNA CONE derful
take ownership in resolving
"I am extremely honored
DifKtor 0* Human llMM
workplace
issues," Cone said.
and proud of the department's accomplishments,"
55 "Folks feel good when'they
are part of a solution."
Cone said.
Although the program has no plans to
Seventeen members of JMU's faculty and
staff are volunteer mediators. Of these 17, five expand, it will continue to provide mediation
are certified by the Virginia Supreme Court as services.
"Hopefully it will mean that JMU will have a
certified mediators, nine are in the process of
completing the training necessary to become more positive environment for employees at the
certified by the Virginia Supreme Court and university," said Susan Wheeler, policy and legal
three are in the process of completing 20 hours affairs adviser.

k

and ready to go in the next few WMIO,
MPOfdlnj t<> Hulvey. If things run smoothly,
all the dorms' study lounges should have
wireless by the end of the second semester.
While wireless is only lieing installed in
the study lounges in most dorms, IT will be
installing wireless throughout Hoffman Hall
and any other new or renovated residence
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halls.
Sophomore Brie Bcftmmm, who ttvw In

C'lupiK-lcar. think* this will be a great help to
those who live on campus.
"If we have wireless, then we won't
be forced to do homework that involves
Internal in our rooms," Schramm said.
"Sometimes you just need to find a quiet
plACC in the dorm."

NOONERS: Team more focused
and improved than in past years
(WOWS, horn ho*
Ken Newbold. ISAT professor, said tlut
playing with people he works with means
he knows them on a lot of levels. He and
Nnttsinger recently authored a book in
addition to playing together as centers.
"Being able to play on the same line
as John means we can set each other up,"
Newbold said. "I know what he's thinking."
Of course, it's not always easy beating
students.
"The problem is, every year we get a year

older. They stay the same age." Kolvoord
said.
And then there's (he issue of night games.
"With the late games, its often past our
bedtimes." Kolvoord said, laughing.
But, Noftsinger said, this team was more
focused than they had been in past years and
improved by developing different lines with
playen that complement each other.
"It's nice to step out of my administrative
role and be part of a different sort of team."
he said.
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Best of luck
(luring
Finals Week!
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Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * # # # i%
© 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman
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by Jeff Pickering
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We only cheat ourselves when we take Christ out of Christmas
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BATTL6 OF THE,56X65
What do you think about Ugg boots?
rriii
jtAN

They come in black
and in white, with spots
with stripes. They
YOUNGBE ^»nd
UIIH' in short and in
staff writ* A
ftall, in winter and the
1
fall. With skirts and with
stockings. Uggs are a
i.ijMon must [finitely worth rocking.
■elegi
s of the "8os or LA Gear lightnneaftli'
Dggs are a stylish force rapidly
__ nshion world today.
But when- <Iul il all Start? Uggs CM trace lluu
beginning'; hack to Australia and New Zealand
during World War I when pilots needed light but
insulated boots to stay warm in the high altitudes.
From heroic pilots to fashion divas, these
boots have made their impact well known in Harrisonburg as well as around the globe.
As more than 6o percent of JMU's enrollment
is female, this movement has become a trendy
way of life right in front of our very own eyes.
I have researched this craze, and when I ask
to see if you ladies own a pair of Uggs the overwhelming response was, "A pair of Uggs? I have a
pair for each day of the week, sweetheart.'
Considering I can't walk from the Quad to DHall without seeing at least five different women
sporting this trend I have to believe that they are
all telling the truth.
Now let me set this straight, contrary to
popular belief. I am not a fashion guru. I am just
a strong supporter and an admirer of the Uggs
.wearing moveraeal. ■
- .
However, I have come to realize that the
•majority of my fellow men here do not see eye to
«ye with me. who call Uggs trashy, annoying and
'ridiculous, and even chant "u-g-g-1-y you ain't got
no alibi." Guys, put aside the pride and jump on
the bandwagon now! By no means am I telling
you to buy a pair of zebra patterned boots with
thf little furry balls (in fact, don't ever do that)
but just pretend that you like Uggs. At the very
least it will give you a conversation topic.
If the girls here love them so much then it is
safe to say that Uggs are officially a part of our
every day life.
Uggs are a realization we all must face toSrther. like 'em, love 'em, or hate 'em, Uggs are
ere to turn the fashion world upside down.
Who knows if this trend will disperse, but as
long as they are on Oprah's list of favorite things
i»r here at JMU we might as well jump on the
bandwagon and say we like them too!
Sean Youngberg is a sophomore SMAD
major.

What I've never understood
about Ugg boots is why anyone
would want to wear a fashion
accessory that sounds like a
dramatic sigh.
These sheep skin shoes not
^p^ only provide less-than arsthetii tlly-pk-asingloot apparel hut also contribute to
the mindUttkflling <>f animals in order to supply
the lattst ugg-K trend. Unless you're some kind
of KskifJMrwho use Uggs for hiking in the snow or
walking around your igloo (at least you will use
all of the leftover parts of the animal resourcefully), chances are you may suffer from a severe
case of wearing Uggs not for the sake of practicality but for "fashion."
Although I personally detest the sight of
Uggs, I understand many people find them to be
useful in the winter because of their interior wool
lining, which provides toes with some extra relief
from the cold. I would argue that many boots
(sadly often the ones that are the most comfortable and provide the most amount of heat) are
not necessarily the most chic, rendering fashion
victims helpless.
However, in the case of the Australianoriginated Ugg boots, if so many women make
this expensive purchase to provide warmth and
comfort for their feet during the winter, why do
these tan hides suddenly reappear along with
the first buds of spring? Seeing a woman walk
by with a tiny piece of denim wrapped around
her waist and aclunky pair of Uggs on her feet
always confuses me. Wouldn't a pair of flip-flops
or some sort of sandal be more weather-appropriate if the snow has melted and the birds have
flown back north?
Normally I find I don't have much in common with Pamela Anderson, and I lack the desire to run in slow-motion on a beach. However,
after realizing that the Ugg boots which graced
her feet during the duration of her "Baywatch"
days were responsible not only for setting off
the trend but also for the cold-blooded deaths of
animals, she has admirably started a campaign
against Ugg boots, starting by throwing away
Her own pair.
"I feel so guilty...never realizing that they
were skin." Anderson wrote on her Web site.
Rest assured Ms. Anderson—I'm positive the
entire JMU population has worn more skin on
its feet than you showed throughout your entire
"Baywatch" career.
Sarah Delia is a junior English and art history major.
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As Christmas draws nearer—oh, whoops, I'm
so sorry, I just committed a huge taboo. I used
the term "Christmas." Forgive me for invoking
such an offensive word. I'm sure I've just earned
myself a phone call from the American Civil Liberties Union, because heaven forbid I use terminology other than "holiday"—or, even worse, I
discuss the actual meaning of Christmas.
The Christmas that we know today, of course,
is the product of centuries of mixing traditions.
The holiday has its roots in the early years, when
theologians began purporting theories on the
birth date of Jesus.
In various regions
the celebration was
observed on different days, and historians believe that
the Christmas feast
was introduced in
Constantinople in
379 A.D. and spread
to other major cities within a few decades.
Over time the
Christmas holiday
continued to evolve.
After Anglo-Saxons
were converted to
Christianity around
the seventh century A.D., several
pagan
traditions
were incorporated
into the celebration,
most notably the
Christmas tree. The
holiday took on its
name, which literally means "Christ's
mass," in the Mid
die Ages. Manv
medieval calendars
were crafted around
it (giving way to periods we know a>
Advent as well as
the Twelve Days of
Christmas), and the
celebration began
to include huge festivities that involved
decorations, caroling and gift-giving.
Whatever
the
specifics, and whatever kind of evolution has occurred, it's clear that Christmas was
based on one key element: Christ. It wasn't
based on Santa Claus, "Jingle Bells," or sales at
Macy's. It was based on—get ready for another
taboo—Jesus Christ.
As much as our* society-taw embraced the
"holiday season" in all of its materialistic glory,
it has run from any hint of Jesus Counties* lawsuits have been filed to ban school choirs from
singing religious songs that make any mention
of God, the Wise Men or Bethlehem.
In 2004, a Texas school district barret I its
students from handing out Christmas pencils as
gifts with the word "Jesus" on them (the school
district also forbade students from wearing red
and green to a "Winter Party"). Regardless of

separation of church and state issues, we're just
deathly afraid of using the name Jesus as anything more than the occasional swear word.
Hollywood seems to be afraid of the real
meaning of Christmas, too. Remember that beloved cartoon from our childhood, "Rugrats"?
The creators aired an episode about Passover
that told the story of Moses leading his people
out of Egypt, and an episode about Hanukkah
that told the story of the Macabees. But when it
came time for the Christmas episode, there was
no baby Jesus, no Mary and Joseph, and no angels. There was just
a fat guy in a red
suit.
Apparently
kids are free to hear
the truth about every holiday as long
as it's not Christmas—remember,
we don't want to
offend anyone.
By secularizing
the Christmas holiday, we don't just
earn ourselves extra
stress and empty
wallets. We dilute
a beautiful message
of love and salvation I'm going to
commit yet another
taboo and tell you
the true meaning
of Christmas: God
loved the world
enough to send His
son to earth, who
would eventually
die on the cross so
that all who accept Him may have
eternal life. Wow,
III take that over a
Best Buy gift card
any day, even if it is
politically incorrect.
This country is
obsessed with gifts,
especially this time
of year, and the rule
is always "the bigKIT. the better." But
what's bigger or better than a gift from
God Himself? Why
wouldn't we want to
welcome something
so wonderful that it could never be bought in the
mayhem of Black Friday?
This isn't about issues of church and state,
of legal versus illegal. Thus is about our society
missing out on something beautiful because it's
investing its time and energy in all the wrong
places. Deep down, we know there's more to
life—and the "holiday season"—than high credit
card bills. We just choose not to see it.
So thus year. I'm wishing the ACLU a very
merry Christmas and reminding them that Jesus
lovM them. If that offends them, too bad, they
can't get me-because I'm not singing about it in
a school choir.
Kathryn Manning is a senior history and
political science major.

A "leave-the-station-where-it s-at~ dart
to the grinch of a clubhouse employee who
insists on turning off the Christmas music
every time she works.
From a senior who thinks that "I'm
Dreaming of a White Christmas" should
at least be played an a snowy day.

A"the-most-violent-element-in-societyis-ignorance" dart to the girl behind me in
my nutrition class who kept saying "that's
t ra/\" when watching a movie about eating
disorders.
From a girl who thinks you should keep
your mouth shut and not prove her naitvfy.

A "the re-are- not -enough-spaces-already" dart to JMU for closing the top level
of the parking decks instead of classes on
Wednesday.
From a junior who was extremely upset
with the anti-climatic "inclement weather"
message yestenlay morning.

An "I-love-the-eye-eandy" pat to my
male friend who gave me a life-size picture
of himself as a holiday present.
From a senior who was more than willing to hang the picture at lip-level.

An "at-least-you-had-your-socks-on"
pat to the birthday boy displaying his birthday suit on the Quad Saturday night.
From a few amused spectators who
loved the socks AND the suit.

A "don't-He-to-our-face" dart to the
Dukes employee who decided to visibly spit
in a customer's food, and then denied it.
brain a disgusted sophomore who
doesn 't want to catch your diseases.

A "we-wish-you-a- merry -Christ mas"
pat to the girls dressed as Mary and Joseph
guided by two mice on leashes walking
down Mason Street.
From your delighted neighbors who
think you are hilarious but may want to
reread the Nativity story.

A "tha nks- for- making- my- morn ing-a little-brighter" pat to my roonumitc win >
meets me with coffee in hand after my H
a.m. class.
From a delighted friend who would
probably pass out in class if it wasn't for
the extra pick-me-up

A" way- to-get-in-t he-holiday-spirit" pat
to the ladies in the music office who always
put together a gorgeous display in the hall's
display east'
From a music student who always
smiles when she sees the creativity put into
yavrftttiv* displays.
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Oh little town of Harrisonburg, what is there to do?
As
fctudents. manv
many of us face the mundane monotony uf
of college
Asttudents,
life: sleep, school, work and then the weekend. With the weekend
comes the freedom from classes given to us two days out of the seemingly endless week of classes.
So how do we spend these weekends, these escapes from classes
and work? Many of us go to parties, but what else do we do? That's
where the problem lies. How many of you have asked your friends
■What do you want to do tonight?" and how many of you had gotten
the response that Mark, Matt. Caitlin or any other one of your friends
is having a party?
While partying is fun, after a while it gets boring and repetitive just like the school week itself. However, trying to escape the
party scene is not as easy as you may think, especially in Harritonburg. In a town where there is more farm land than entertainment, we have few weekend alternatives for partying. With farms
outnumbering buildings and bars being the more numerous and
frequently visited locations, there are hardly any activities other
than drinking.

Coiisidi-riuu most JMU students don't hail from
fmm Harrisonburg
ICirrkimhuro
Considering
and many of our homes are in big cities it is only sensible that there
are other options for us on the weekends. We should be able to

a.
In a town where there is more farm land
than entertainment, we have few weekend
alternatives for partying.
99
find alternatives other than drinking and partying. I know drinking and partying are not our only options, but going to the movies,
bowling or another equally lame idea only entertains you so much.

tW;iii«*> of
of this
thi« II propose
iimniMK that
ih:«r Harrisonburg
llnrriannKuro should
vKnuM build
kuil.l a-» concert
«..ti«..ri
Because
venue. I believe that a concert venue or at least a big arena for musicians to play at in Harrisonburg would give us another source of
entertainment.
I know JMU offers a big concert every year on campus yet one
concert can hardly fulfill all of our diverse tastes in music. Also
many small concerts occur on campus and off campus in locations
such as bars and even some parties. The issue is that these concerts only occur every so often and can only hold a certain number of fans; although I do appreciate all of Harnsonhnrg's local
bands and JMU's (especially UPB's) effort to bring concerts to the
school.
I think a concert venue would be extremely beneficial to Harrisonburg and to the JMU community. Most importantly it will add
another activity for all of Harrisonburg's residents. Partying should
not be the only fun thing we can think to do on the weekends and a
venue woidd definitely fix that.
Emily Taylor is a junior communication studies major.
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Self-centered charity
Corporations give to philanthropic campaigns, but for own advancement
While waiting in line at Market One with my
cup of 9teamy liquid energy, a pink-adorned sign
proclaiming "Every Lid Matters" caught my sleepy
eye. It was a Yoplait sign encouraging buyers i i nyogurt to save the pink lids and MOO ilum back to
the company. For every lid. Yoplait would donate
ten cents to Susan G. Komen for the Cure, an organization that supports breast cancer research.
Good for Yoplait. Its generosity should be applauded and imitated. Oh. I forgot to mention that
Yoplait don't accept lids that aren't pink, and if you
happen to send them in after Dec. 31, you're out
of luck. Also, be extra careful when opening your
yogurt because, according to Yoplaifs Web site,
the company won't accept partial lids. So Yoplait
might have a few picky rules, but at least it is doing
something good, right?
Consider this: women probably buy more yogurt
than men, so for Yoplait, supporting breast cancer
research is a smart marketing move, because women
will naturally he more C«lll(«iual iboul .1 typicallyfemale disease. So. if Yoplait supports breast cancer
research, then they might sell more yogurt than its
competitors. If Yoplait found out that its primarycustomer base was men, I guarantee that it would
switch to donating ten cents for prostate cancer.
Instead of giving for the sake of giving, corporations are hiding behind the guise of din i(\ to
either sell more products or better their public im-

age It's an issue of motives, and Yoplait isn't the
only one with ulterior motives. Martin's grocery
store which recently opened here in Harrisonburg
decoratd the front of their store with giant checks
made out to various local organizations like the
Harrisonburg Fire Department and Police Department. Does Martin's really care about the communit\ it serves or does it just want us to feel warm
and fuzzy inside? Perhaps I should start framing
checks of donations that I have made and hang
them around my house. People would see what a
nice guy I am.
Apple sells a "Product Red" iPod to help fight
AIDS in Africa. In his keynote address this past
September, Apple CEO Steve Jobs said. "If you want
to do something about these diseases in Africa, you
can buy a Product Red (iPod] shuffle." So, spend an
extravagant amount of money on an iPod and feel
good about yourself because Apple will send a tiny
faction of that money for the AIDS epidemic. II vim
were an African child who was impoverished and
dying of AIDS, would you believe that some North
American was acting graciously toward you by buying an iPod? If so. I never knew giving could be so
self-gratifying. Again, I inquire about motives: does
Apple really care about AIDS or do they just want to
project a good company image?
Finally, we must turn the mirror of truth to ourselves. Our reasons for giving aren't always rooted in

the purest of motives either. Even when doing something as selfless as volunteering at a soup kitchen.
there are ahvays hidden motives. Perhaps we are
volunteering to satisfy a class requirement, or maybe
we want to feel good about ourselves. These aren't the
noblest of motives, hut sometimes we can't help but
have them. TTus doesn't mean that we should give up
charity all together, but rather, we should align ourselves with the "good motives," while trying our best
to mitigate any ulterior motives.
The corporate machine is a poor infrastructure
far rhurity. Living in an industrialized consumcrist

KKktj. it is easy to forget that corporations don't
care about you. me, or the AIDS crisis. TTiey only
care about the bottom line.
Yoplait will give no more than $1.5 million for
breast cancer research. If it receive extra lids totaling beyond that amount, it simply ignores them.
In contrast, if only half of the U.S. population gave
ten cents for breast cancer, we would raise over $15
million.Buying products isn't the answer to solving
the worlds problems, we are.
David Crabtree is a senior philosophy and
religion major.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
1920's 1HK White Gold Diamond Sapphire Rin«.
ratal Diamond Weight 037CB

This Week $900
month ungraded by an on staff QA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at TS S Court StpunHtrrtsonbwgorwuii ndxmtjewtby mm
No More Long Buies
No More Waiting on Your Parents
No More Bumming Rides
Get Home When YOU Want!

Safe, Secure, LiX.LocVecA
parking lot oft North N\avr\
On JMU busYtne ftorr\
Godvxvn
s
Gentlemen's Club 304 229-2555
• Full Menu •

LAST CHANCE!
$300 designated parking
spot for the semester
(January- May)
(August-December) j

540-746-3562

Beetlejuice

Secure a spot now lot S17S deposit
Pay for spring semester up front

Monday, December 31 st (New Year's Evel
banaillmrtf&Ma!

Spot must be reserved by December
15th for spring semester
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Join us for Midget Towing!
See lui" fur >OII ran throw a midf>< r
Check our website for more details: www.vixensclub biz
Over 7000 sq. ft. of adult entertainment - 3 large stages

Only 25 Spots Left!

semesterpark@yahoo.com

Open Sunday
7pm-3am
Monday-Saturday
1 l:30am-3<im

| Directions: 1-81 to WV Exit 5, Inwood. Make right onto Rt. 11 South, 2 mi. on I

d^shby
rossing
Looking For The Time
Of Your Life?
Ashby Crossing is
Where Life Begins!
Spaces Are Running Out.
Don't Be Left Out In The Cold
Stop In Today And Fill Out
Your Application
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

2265 South Main Street
Harr,sonb.irg.VA22M1

(540)432-1383
houoeofoak.com

Mon-Fri -10AM-8PM
Saturday - 9AM - 6PM

Sunday-1PM-5PM

(Nov 4 ■ Dec 23)

A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H,
I, J, K, L,

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com
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It's a Wonderful Life

Grab some warm chocolate chip cookies, snuggle up under the covers
and relax with The Breeze's picks for the top holiday movies.

BY KELLY FISHER
a&e editor

(1946)
Nothing soys "classic Christmas
better than Frank Copra's well-loved
of George Bailey and all of his trials and
tribulations. We laugh and swoon in the
beginning as George lassos the moon far
Mary, cringe when Uncle Billy looses the
bank's money and we love to hole the evil
Mr. Potter. When Clorence the angel shows
George what the world would be like with-

Christmas lor
(19831

Miract

Perhaps no Christmos movie has actie
this 1983 classic From the movie's signature leg lamp now maki
an opecoionce far vie in Uiban Outfitter catfleas to TBS's

(1947)

out him, we all can't help but to be thankful

ploce Maureen O'Hara and Natofte Vfood in me story that
makes everyone believe in good of Saint Nick, if wiry for

for the people we love in our lives. And as
little ZuZu says at the end, 'Every rime a

a little while. From the MCKV'S Thanksgiving Day parade to
sconng a gig as the kvstore Sorrto Oous, Kris Kringle ooirm

bell rings, an angel gets his wings.*

his is the real Santa Qaus - and finds himself on trial for
insanity. We at know what happens in the end: "Since the
United Stales government declares this mon to be Santo
Qaus, we will not dispute H. Cose dismissed."

V

"•jjtrpjsiiy mmthon of the film. il'tsMKt* aChrktnKis\li5sic
is assured in American pop culture Njgie It's because we ft! cuv
at our ancient furnace, or because we've oil received seme vert ol
heinous article trf clothing Itom on outetlmxti with reality rotative

Although this movie was remodc in 1994, nothing could re

0 lo Rolphie' "oWged foster buney* |et#»Whis aunt, but
Tejtoe every dysfunr^rnalriiinute of it.

e Alone (1990
The farnau^t>Af Mocauloy Culki

Santa Clause (1994)

(2003)
Thanks to this movie, maple syrup on spaghetti
never looked so appetizing. Will Ferret! plays
Buddy an orphaned elf who goes to New York CHy
in search of his father But once he gets to the city.
he realizes that - uh oh - the Big Apple has lost
the Christmas spirit, not to mention his birth father
is on the "naughty" list. So as he learns about
human culture ami gritty reolity, Buddy aims to
return the holiday spirit to one of the world's biggest cities. And he succeeds, because according to
Buddy, The best way to spread Christmos cheer is

Imagine witnessing Santa Clous fall to his demise. Then to complicate matters, you must become the next St. Nick, according to the 'Santo
Clause." Thafs the situation Tim Allen's character

rat «:!! fa HLemembered
unique take on the Christmas
Cuflon as ke defends his house
in on weflpn to France.
|e, you filthy animal
Wit is enough to get anyone in the holiday
' «ty says "Happy fklldtyt'
irf*Doj«f Devito getl^T^

finds himself in one of the more-recent holiday
films. It has all the ingredients for a great family
movie: the magic of Santa, the love between a
father and child and the comedy of Allen's character transforming into an overweight old man.
We'll just forget about the two sequels they mode
to follow up with the story - or at least we'll try

Love Actually

Va. Repertory Dance Company to showcase talent this weekend
Dancers perform in endofterm
show in Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre
BY LAURA BECKER
contributing writer

Many people will !><• hiding out in the library
(.ramming for finals this weekend. But for eight
dance majors, their final is on stage.
The eight girls make up the Virginia Repertory Dance Company and will shuffle, leap, bend
and shimmy their way across the Latimer-Schaffer stage Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. for
their end-of-the-semester show.
The company was formed in 1983 to showcase
upper-level dancers who arc versatile, dedicated,
responsible and able to keep their grades up while

out
about
What's happening
around the 'Burg

working grueling hours, according to dance professor Kate Trammell. The company focUM OB
modern dance, which Trammel refers to as a term
of convenience."
Called both modern and contemporary, this
unique form of dance is different from the comfortable styles of ballet and jazz.
"There's .1 different relationship between the
dance and the music," junior liana Burger said.
"With jazz and hip-hop it's about dancing to the
count or the lyrics. With modern, it's about finding
music that conveys the same feelings and inlen
lions as the dame."
The performance this weekend is composed of
six pieces, two by JMU dance faculty and four by
guest artists from Washington, D.C.
"It Is quite the interesting blend of darker
subject matter, bright colors, Caribl>can music,
.tin! hilarious puns," senior Kate Yow said "One

THURSDAY
The Machine
Want to jam out with a Pink Floyd
tnbute band? The Machine it
rocking out in Memonal Hall
at 7:30 p.m. The performance
is being sponsored by Blame
It On the Tram Productions
and part of the proceeds
will go to the Susan G. Komen for the Cure foundation. Tickets are $ 15 at the
door.

piece, a duet by local D.C. artist Miesha Bosma, is
performed to a poem by Sylvia Plath, entitled 'In
I'l.lsl.T '

"In Plaster" is senior Jillian
Boelte's favorite piece Boelte ^Q fan
has studied dance since she
was six and recently attended a Dance Show
summer program with Ameri- Thursday • Saturday
can Dance Festival at Duke $10 general. $8
I'MIM isity, where she had the
opportunity to learn from fa- w/JAC
8 p.m.
mous choreographers. She was Liiimer Murtlrr
exposed to modern dance in
high school and is used to getting mixed responses
about the new form. She recommends not interpreting the dancing literally, but to instead enjoy
each separate piece.
Yow will be "In Plaster" with Boelte and also
credits it as her favorite. She has been dancing

since she was two-years-old and fell in love with
modern dance as a teenager.
"Our only hope is that the concert moves the
audience in some way, whether they laugh or cry
or leave the theatre furious, we don't care as long
as they feel something," Yow said.
Trammell says the differences in each piece is
astounding and shares Yow's belief that the pieces
have the ability to move a person.
"Dance, for me, is life energy," Trammell said.
"You can experience a lot of sensations that are
central to experiencing being alive."
The dancers have been rehearsing four days a
week since the beginning of the semester and look
forward to showing the JMU community what
they have learned.
"We have been eating, sleeping, rod dreaming
Va. Rep," Yow said. "We have all worked very hard
for this concert and we hope people enjoy it."

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Friday

Slam Qualifying
Competition

Harrisonburg

Exit 245 presents:

Christmas Parade

Next!

The Funous Flower Power poetry
center is having a spoken word and
poetry performance at 8 p.m. atTDU.
Take a break from
studying for fi- ^^
nf^t
nals to hear ^^^ T^B
some
Doetrv
^iW^ ^^\
read aloud to take
^^k»?H
the stress of finals week
^^--^
away

Bundle up and head downtown because the Marching Royal
^^^T"
Uukes are performing in tne
jH^^. annual Harrisonburg Chnst-H^J mas oarade. The oarade is
1 free for the public and will
1 take place at 7 p.m. A con!«▼■ cert on Court Square by
" the MRDs will follow the
parade

The members of Exit 245. one of
JMU's all-male a cappella groups,
present their end-of-the-semester
concert at 8 p.m in the
^
Festival Center Grand
%_ ff
Ballroom Tickets can
<?■
be purchased at the
^iv
door tor 1J withalAL
^
Card and Jb regular
admission,
v

i
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Gibson to release robotic guitar in December
BY CHWS OAVlf S
TV Doily Wdie
NORMAL Ml- (iiiitarists around Uw world,
rejoice. After morv tlian |g years of research
Gibaon is bundling Un-ir new robotic guitar in
;i limited nin next month.
Ilie roltot guitai will U-ahlettt keep itself in
lune and al.MKitTeis .six nonstiindard Innings, all
n.nlahk'at tU'tcinrhofa button.
This teduiokig> iiicurjxjrates many of the
standard (.ihsnn appointments, updated. Under
the Time-OMatic l>ndge. a staple on Gibson guitars, is a tiny circuit Ixxird that measures the tuning of each individual string, and then transmits
this info to the main CPU. Each part of the guitar

works in-sync to n mt n >l the tuning.
C.V. Uoyde is an authorized Gibson retailer
in Champaign, however, manager Robert Martz
is not sure whether his store will be stocking the
robot guitar yet.
Tine robot guitar] is a cool thing and a
neat idea. 1 think that it will be like the iPhone,
and Gibson will hype it enough to sell this nin
of 4,000 quickry." Martz said. "For me, I would
question whether it was worth $2400, is a selftuiung studio really worth that? But 1 think it
will ha\e a fair amount of success quick."
Among the non-standard tunings included
with the guitar are those used in songs like "GoingtoCatifomia"byl*dZepptin, "Voodoo Child"
by Jimi Hendrix and "Honky Tonk Woman" by

Don't worry, The Breeze will be back next year!

The Rolling Stones, among others.
These tunings are a\iulabie by using the new
tuning knob. At first glance this knob looks just like
any other, and when m it puDed up works like a standard tone contni The knob is caDed a "push-puD"
knob, because when it is lifted up it activates the
robot guitar's tuning funcbun. An 1 £0 Irts the user
know which tuning is being used, if all the strings
are in tune or wiudi strings are out of tune.
Freshman business ad ministration major
Andy Kalish, an avid guitarist, sees benefits and
drawbacks to the new rot>otic guitar.
"It could end up being worth it in the end. It
has a lot of real benefits and convenient features.
It's crazy that it actually strings up the guitar fur
vim." Kalish added.

Pa ■ Pdfiini • fm
NY Style Pizzeria

HEADING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

GET YOUR CAR SERVICED NOW!

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS*

Buy any 2 Slices of Pizza and Get a FREE Drink
Party Special: 2 Large Cheese, 12 Wings
and a 2 Liter Soda $21,99

SHENANDOAH AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE CENTER, INC
L

r:Ncr

^

Saturday-"Bring a Date lor Dinner and
Receive a Free Desert"
Sunday-$2 OFF Any XL Pizza

Import and Domestic
Computer Diagnostics
Air Conditioning Brakes
Tune-ups Engine Replacement
Transmission Replacement

(■xr.n

Tuesday-Wear a
Receive 10% OFF
Wednesday-XL 1 Topping Pizza S7.99

Complete Automotive
Service Center

ITIVC

WEEKLY SPECIALS

1930 ERICKSON AVE
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
434-8191

^

(540)434-6177

Approved
Annro
Auto Repair

(tad Right New to Stark Is 8 Gtnipiis Imw]

'Cannot be used with other discounts, advertised specials, or state Inspection Fees
•Reduced to 9% When Parents Make Payments by Phone

-MAXIMUM DISCOUNTOI

$100

'Check Out Our Mrnu <n Colonkon.com

6
540-438-8800
_;. 'l mi -. ■. -
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THE DECK HOUSE APARTMENTS
1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM

ontalsl

ON-SITE LAUNDRY

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM
ON-SITE LAUNDRY

352 A AND B

BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS ON MASON ST.!

S400-S550/PERON

FRANKLIN STREET

EAST MARKET STREET

EASY WALK TO CAMPUS!
$650/MONTH

BRAND NEW! (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)
4 BEDROOMS, 4.5 BATHROOMS
THREE LEVEL DUPLEX!

w ASHFR/DRYF.R
PRIVATE BATHROOMS FOR EACH
TENANT!

S425/PERSOM

Prices start ot $225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases available.

Now Available for 2008-2009 School Year (Call for More Information)
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New indie comedy, 'Juno/ turns
out unrealistic humor, characters
8YJ0HN WHEELER
IMyTrajm

LOS ANGELES - The girl shakes her pregnancy lest half forcefully, half resignedly. She seems
to know what's coming. The convenience store
clerk offers sardonically:
"That ain't no Etch-A-Sketch. This is one doodle that can't be undid, homeskillet."
For all aspiring screenwriters, the realistic reply from the clerk is actually "respectful siien, c
"Juno," the new film from "Thank You for
Smoking" director Jason Keilman, suffers
from the same plague as many indie comedies
saturating theaters do these days: Nobody has
ever, and hopefully will never, talk like these
characters. The film substitutes weirdness in
character for genuine humor of situation in Ihe
hopes that we will chuckle enough to find it nil
endearing.
"Juno" feels like a by-lhc-uumbers indie
sensation primed for a long run in smaller theaters. The title character (Ellen Page) is a selfdescribed "weird" 16-year-old girl who gets
pregnant by her equally self-described "quirky'
friend Bleeker (Michael Cera - <he skinny one
in "Superbad").
In-lead ol 'getting an abortion, -he makes the
noble, impractical choice to have Ihe baby — a
popular decision at Ihe movies thus year — and
give it up for adoption. The potential parents ire
a rich couple in a failing marriage: cool former
rocker Mark (Jason Bateman) and cold, stuffy
Vanessa (Jennifer Garner).
Part of the reason why indie comedies neb
as "Juno" or Wes Anderson's films feel so dark
is because the screenwriter is trying to portray
"quirky" (read: disaffected and witty about it)
characters within tragic or dramatic situations.
This is also why they're -lining to feel horribly
ie|Htitive - "Juno"cannot be as fresh as "Rushmore was 10 years ago.
The formula always yields appropriate!\ lake
results. Imagine a pregnant teenager dragging an
armchair out to her boyfriend's front lawn to casually confess her pregnancy with a pipe in band. Really? An armchair? Juno lakes her pregnancy sort
of seriously, but scenes like that make it seem like
she is not really emotionally aware of it at all.
The screenwriter, tagged with the appropriately annoying pseudonym Diablo Cody, comes
from the same school of prehistoric feminist filmmaking as the late Adrienne Shelly, director of
the significantly worse "Waitress."
For Cody, the most important thematic character may actually be Garner's Vanessa, the initially cold and unlikable woman who suggests
that many women are merely distant beings until
they become mothers and find a woman's only

true happiness.
Cody's past as a phone sex operator probably
skewed her view of the male sex, creating a monster in Mark who cannot understand his wife's
"crazy" desire to have children. Vanessa, wanting so desperately to be a mother, is eventually
painted as a victim of Mark's insecurities about
being a father.
But "Juno" also belongs to Juno, who has no
interest in being a mother at her age. The film
drifts from a horrible first half of self-cons. mu.K
"indie" comedy and inane dialogue to an uneasy
mixture of that and some heavy drama.
"Juno" gains a lot of emotional honesty in
-one- projecting the disintegration of Vanessa
and Mark's marriage, for which Juno is a helpless
observer. Here the girl seems more like a pregnant teenager thrown into an adults world than
like nn unrealistically willy movie character with
a sardonic comment for every situation, no matter how tragic.
These late moments of Juno trying to understand Mark's role-reversal from good to evil are
coupled with scenes of her difficulty coping with
the distance developing between her and Bleeker.
I'll admit I bought into some of the film's later
scenes of humor a little more, probably because
they reached a more natural mixture of tragedy
and comedy - maybe because the characters just
wore me down. There us no doubt that some humor can be found in the everyday survival of the
most awful situations.
Buf still, there is only so much sarcasm and
wit one can display in the face of the situations
Juno sees, which are. as the girl says in one of the
film's most poignant moments: "way beyond my
maturity level."
That line, as with most of the successful ones
in "Juno." is all delivery and no substance. Page
has been rightfully tagged as a wonderful young
actress, and I know from her other films that
-he is capable of a range that actors her age only
dream of. "Juno" is not exactly a misstep, but
her character is so perfectly manufactured to be
unique that she can only instill so much emotional depth.
Bateman, Garner and especially Cera turn in
solid work but run into the same problem as Page:
Good acting usually cannot salvage bad writing
The characters of "Juno" could not exist anywhere outside of a screenwriter's imagination.
I probably sound like a curmudgeon, but these
kinds of unrealistic indie comedies are so annoying precisely because they are so cloyingly
offbeat. This year, "Knocked Up" showed us that
pregnancy can be hilarious. When it's a teenager,
I'm not so sure that a whole lot about that situa
lion is really thai funny. Yes, even if Ihe girl does
talk in a really, really weird way.

500,000
BARGAIN BOOKS
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Albums to be released on
USB drives as well as CDs
Record companies use devices
to appeal to students
BY ADAM PHLEIOER

Ihi Doily Reveille
BATON ROUGE. La. - USB flash drives. Ihe
thumb slicks thai store students' claaswork
and other media, are becoming a new medium
for purchasing music
Record companies are introducing the flash
dm,a to market their music digitally.
Matchbox Twenty released its new album
Exile on Mainstream on a flash drive i d I i
sively at Best Buy stores al a price of $35 in
October, higher lhan the CD's retail price of
about $13.
In the United Kingdom, where Universal
Mu-i, Group began marketing this new format.
r.li'.isesfromAmyWinchou.se. Kanyc West rod
Rihanna came out lair this you
Jeanne Meyer, junior vice president of corporate communications for EMI Records, said
her company is making music available through
different formats and experimenting with new
business models.
The introduction of Ihe flash drive is not
intended lo replace Ihe formats of CD*, she
said. The company is reaching oul to its digital
consumers who still want a physical formal fot
their music
"We're just increasing the number ol platform! for making [our artists'] music available," she said.
EMI announced in November thai Radiohead's back catalog of full-length albums, in
eluding Ihe live / Might He Wrong record,
would be available on a flash drive for preorder
and a Dec. 10 release. The flash drive, shaped
like Ihe Radiohead bear head logo, retails al
79-99 pounds or $164.65.
According to Ihe United Kingdom's The
Times, Universal Music Group started selling
USB flash drives with singles in late October as
a new format of music in the United Kingdom.
Brian Rose, commercial director for I'ni

renal Musie Group-UK, told The Time* thai
USB drives "are aimed at young
ve.ir ..his. \,h
lunger believe thai the CD is
as cool as it used ti
According to the The Times, Warner Bros.
and BM1 R<
, board to follow suit with this marfcetin
According to EMI, dl dtal revenues gi
percent In Ihi U S during the 21
cal year
11 |ets down to ■ gadget mentalit) thai the
record coinpenlei are looking for when providing ,1 tangible medium for their medii
Stephen Back, University muaii ■
head "I cultural computing si the Centet foi
Computation and Technology.
Interest in physical media stems from customers' ,■ ems n, ,,,,i,!,.- md pn
their digital media, whether mask ,,1 movies,
Por consumers to move iwa) from physical
madia t<> ■ digit.- media, digital formats such
as online music stores Internet connections
and oilier network sources must constant!)
work, be said
"I don'i think tin- is going to solve the
digital problem thai Ihe rnusu compel
running Into,' ha said rhej can trj ■ new
pi, luge, but it all depends on what tin- bonus

features package with it '
He, k said flash ,ll IveS [Hnvide .1 \v.i\ for the

record companies to control the distribution
model and form an Interesting ipproach i" idd
value to digital musk tie said this ipproach la
reoord companies' digital distribution
musie may not work, tnd Ihe online model is
where ihe industry is going to end up.
JamalSanlsburry,biolog) i
i saidthe
formal of Ihe flash drives would lie ., good we)
lo gel music and share among friends He is
concerned about the higher price ol the flash
drives and whether there will be great Bum

of bonus content to make up fot the added
price.
"I'd be Inclined t,, get it if the drives had ■

lot of good content fot last Ihe single '
"If a whole record would be about the
I e,,st ,it a ill. then i nut) be Inclined more to
get it."
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Green Valley

EMILY HUTCH6W0N!

BOOK
FA I R
OPEN
TODAY

www.thebreeze.org

sHP;

Over 60 Different Categories
including...

Li feature • Poetry • Drama • General
fiction • Science fkthn • American t
World History • Religion • Health &
Sell-Help • Music History • Science

thru December 9th

• Nature I Outdoors • Pet Guides
• Cooking • Gardening • Business •

from 9AM to 7PM daily

Audio Books • Travel • Dkthaories •
Plus over 1,000 Dillerenl Children's

Ad)

From Mom, Dad,
Sarah & Josh

3)

GO DUKES!!

Book Titles

Only 15 Minutes from JMU

*wm%^f\

Green Valley Book Fair
2192 Green Valley In
Mr. Crawford. VA 22841
800-385-0099

Adult Video Star Legend

Located only IS minutes south olJMU.

Kovijeremy

<oke 181 south lo hit 240; turn east on
III 6828, follow the signs.

December 22nd

.www.gvbookfoir.com

Ron will be available for a meet & greet and
will be hosting an Amateur Wet T-Shirt Contest
$200 Winner, $ 100 2nd place; S50 3rd place
New Shower Show Stage Back by Demand!

Open Daily 7:00p.m. - 3:00a.m.

2 Stages- 18+

304-262-1530
wWw.themilleTinium.biz
TaKel-Bl to Exit 12 Winchester Ave Turn R. at 3rd stoplight
on 11S. 6/10 mi. on R. alter Penn Liquors
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OFF CAMPUS PARKING
Located on University Boulevard
Across from Regal Cinemas
-Available January 2008
■Fenced/Lighted
-Camera Monitored
-24 Hour Access
-Preassigned Spaces
-Walk or Bus to Campus
-$300/SemeSter (Prorated for Latecomers)
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Turning Loss into Life:
A Pierre Curtis Story
Part Iff: From ffie Rockies to the Valley - JMU
basketball player deals with mother's passing
BY TIM CHAf MAN
'.poi-wdiior
JMU basketball coach Dean Keener was coming off his second losing
season in as many years al the helm and needed a true point guard to help
lend the Dukes in a winning direction.
With the help of assistant coach Michael Kelly. Keener convinced Pierre
Curtis to make an official visit to the school.
Convincing the young and cager-to-play Curtis was only half of the project. Keener would have to impress upon Pierre's mother, Carolyn Curtis
Rice that traveling over 1.595 miles to rural Virginia was the best thing for
her son.
I
"Sin- was so happy for him that we were recruiting him," Kelly said. "And
then when he actually picked .IMtl. I think she was relieved because she
knew Pierre was happy.
It was almost like an insurance policy for Pierre to bounce it off his
mom that JMU was okay and once she said go ahead, 1 think he felt relieved
that he could just go ahead and focus on school."
Not one to miss Pierre play basketball, Carolyn made it to Harrisonburg
as soon as she could. The week of Pierre's birthday - Jan. 29. 1987 - she
flew to JMU and saw him play against Towson and George Mason.
hcrre played an average of 36 minutes in the two games and averaged
8.5 points when the Dukes lost to Mason but beat Towson.
Upon further contact with Carolyn during her trip. Keener grew even
fonder of the woman who helped groom his star guard.
"(She was] a wonderful lady," Keener said, "One of those people that you
would say. 'If you had a problem with her, then you had a problem.' She always had a smile on her face. You would never know when you met her that
she was on dialysis."
Carolyn was resilient through her illness and lived six years longer than
the five predicted by doctors when Pierre was only nine.
But Pierre knew she wasn't well and knew he had to be prepared for the
worst. He had no idea the worst would be multiplied by three.

Life through Loss
In April, Curtis lost his grandfather to natural causes. Jimmy Bailey died
at the age of 77, leaving Pierre without the strongest tie on his father's side
of the family.
Despite having virtually no relationship with his father, Pierre was "real,
real close" with his paternal grandfather and would make it a point to see
him whenever he visited Chicago.
"He would never miss a birthday." Pierre said. "Even if my dad didn't
call, my grandfather always called. He always sent something no matter
where he was."
It was painful for the loving grandson to have to bury one of his mentors,
but he continued to let his grandfather motivate him.
"1 knew I had to make him proud," Pierre said." I was one of the only
grandkids that wasn't in trouble. I was actually doing something, with my

life."
He had no idea he would have to do it all again early in the fall semester.
He spent the summer with his mom in Denver and visited family in Chicago. Although he knew his mother's condition wasn't going to improve, her
overall attitude was always comforting. Pierre was always aware that she
would tell him what she wanted him to hear.
"I would ask her if she's okay and she'd tell me she just had a cold when

she had pneumonia." Pierre said. "So it was kind of hard, 'cause 1 had to
weed out the truth."
He later found out that Carolyn told her sister during a summer vacation
in Chicago that she wouldn't be coming back.
As proudly as she went through life raising Pierre, she really just wanted
to go out peacefully, knowing that her only son was now a man and could
be on his own.
On Sept. 7, Carolyn passed away when complications with her dialysis
led to heart failure.
The hospital initially called Pierre - who had just finished a preseason practice — and told him they were trying to save his mother's life
and that they had stabilized her in the Intensive Care Unit.
Pierre remembered frantically calling his sisters to inform them of
the hospital call, although his voice was barely comprehensible through
his fear.
"The hospital calls my sister and says my mom is line," Pierre said
'My sister calls me and tells me mom is fine, so I eased [up] ■ little bit."
Pierre was in his Chandler Hall dorm room and had called his fcirlfriend. JMU junior Rashonda Roberson, to come over when the hospital
called back.
They said we're sorry, your mom is gone." Pierre retold in heavy breaths.
"I said what the hell do you mean, 'my mom is gone?'
"From then on I was kind of out of it. I didn't know what to do or what
to expect. It was always me and my mom."
Pierre's roommate, JMU junior Juwann James was one of the first
people to have contact with Pierre that night. James. I starting forward on
the basketball team, quickly took on a more brotherly relationship with his
teammate.
"I was one of the only people he was talking to besides his girl," James
said. "So every day I talked to him and let him know I was
there. You know, I can't feel his pain and know exactly
what he's going through, but I know how it is to lose
someone. I was just making sure I was that person that
was gonna comfort him if he needed that."
James and Roberson didn't support Pierre alone
Within minutes of receiving the news the basketball program responded and made its pt
guard the number one priority.
"When I received the call that Friday
night it took me about 10 minutes to get
from my home to Chandler." Keener said.
"And every team member was standing
out in that bus stop area. There was a moment where I kind of knew we had a team
that cared about each other."
A day later the team was shocked
and heart-broken again to hear that
yet another family member of Pierre's
had passed.
Pierre's cousin and Godbrother
Donnell Easterling. 27, had been in a
fatal car accident as he rushed home
to be with his family following his Aunt
Caroline's death.
"I lived with him for a long time."
Pierre said. "He even moved out to
Denver to live with us. We were closer than cousins. He was really my
brother."
Pierre returned to Chicago, leaving basketball and school behind to
tend to his family — a challenge that

<muam/wim

TV helping mid-majors Looking back on baseball standout Kulbacki
BY MATTHEW MCGGVERN
oistttMt sports »ditOf
Conventional wisdom says television hinders productivity, but
in the realm of college basketball, television exposure can infuse
life into a program. Just ask George Mason coach Jim Larranaga.
"I think one question that every coach gets asked sometime
during the recruiting process is 'How many games do you play on
TV," Larranaga said in a phone interview. "And the Colonial Athletic Association for many years had to kind of sidetrack that question because we weren't getting a lot of television exposure."
For the past few years, the hot topic in NCAA Division I basketball has been "parity." You hear analysts talking about it throughout the year — during in-season tournaments like the EA Sports
Maui Invitational and especially during the NCAA tournament.
Television exposure has been a key factor in the growth of parity.
James Madison coach Dean Keener said, "With the advent of
KSPN and Comcast and others, a lot of teams are able to be on television. That, in turn, entices recruits and helps the mid-majors."
Television exposure has helped mid-majors improve their
NCAA tournament play despite inherent advantages that continue
to exist for higher-profile programs.
Until the past few seasons, between six and eight television ap[H-arances would be considered good exposure for a CAA team. The

irUMUHH
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Former JMU outfielder Kellen Kulbacki
is only 21, but he's made it into the minor
leagues.
Within just a few months of leaving Harrisonburg for the summer, he was dratted by
the San Diego Padres. Kulbacki went No. 40
overall in the Major League Baseball draft,
becoming the third-highest draft pick in
JMU history.
That places the Hershey, Pa. native
among a handful of JMU athletes who have
made it into professional sports.
In an interview conducted by e-mail.
Kulbacki recounted the experiences that led
to his success.
"I began playing baseball as soon as I
could pick up a bat and glove," Kulbacki
said. "My father and grandfather played
baseball, so it has been in our family for generations."
He also played soccer, basketball and

golf but found baseball to be the sport he
loved the mast.
During his youth. Kulbacki attended
summer baseball camps and s|>ent Ins spare
time outside throwing baseballs with his father or hitting in the hatting cages with his
grandfather and brother.
He considered Georgia lech, Maryland
and East Carolina, but chose JMU. The
baseball program has been very successful
in the past." said Kulbacki. "I knew I had a
chance to be an impact player."
"He was a pretty good player," JMU baseball coach Joe "Spanky" McFarland said of
Kulbacki as a freshman. "He developed well
OW time, plus his mental game improved,
helping him to say focused. It all came together for him and formed a perfect storm."
While at JMU. Kulbacki set the freshman
record for number of hits at tut and doubles
in a single season. As a sophomore, he was
Virginia Sports Information Directors (VaSID) State Player of the Year and Colonial
Athletic Association (CAAIplavt 1 ol theveai

Befora entering the draft following his junior
season he was named First Team All-American by the National Collegiate Baseball Writxialion (NCBWA).
During the off-seasons, Kulbacki played
in competitive summer leagues such is the
Clark Griffith League in Northern Virginia
and the Cape Cod League in Massachusetts.
There are three major league players
BoetOfl Red 80S sluggers Manny Ramirez,
David Ortiz, and Cincinnati's Ken Griffey Jr.
- who are known for having a "sweet batting
swing," and according to a Cape Cod Baseball Organization press release. Kulbacki s
batting style is like theirs.
Kulbacki doesn't mind the pressure, using it as motivation to improve,
"Pressure is essential for me. because it
requires discipline and motivation to work
harder." Kulbacki said
During the MLB draft last June. Kulbacki
was at home with friends and family when
MKUUACKI,pttil4

< 1 inference just didn't attract very much interest from TV networks.
But the CAA has changed things drastically for some teams in the
2007-08 season. While JMU only makes seven television appearances in the regular season, other teams have experienced drastic
improvement in exposure.
The Colonial Athletic Association stepped up. In George Mason's case, we're on TV 22 times this year," Lirranaga said. "That
kind of exposure makes kids more aware of your program, more
aware of your success, and more aware of the success of the league
in the postseason."
[Tie Patriots ucre selected for the 200ft NCAA tournament as
an at-large team, meaning they didn't win their conference tournament. Although they didn't win the CAA tournament, they built an
impressive record in non-conference games. Their only losses were
to major conference opponents.
"We knew we had played a very- competitive non-conference
schedule and went 7-2, with our only losses being on the road in
overtime at Wake Forest and a tip-in at the buzzer at Mississippi
State,- larranaga said. "That was a major selling point for us."
Two CAA teams have made the 65-team field in each of the past
two seasons. George Mason and VCU upset "major" conference opponents, with GMU beating Michigan State, North Carolina, and
Connecticut OB its way to the 2006 Final Four. VCU defeated Duke
in the first round of the 2007 NCAAs.
The mid-majors have used chemistry developed by veteran
players to their advantage in the NCAA tournament. "If you look
at the mid-majors that have advanced the last couple years in
the NCAA tournament, they have been junior and senior-laden."
Keener said. "Two years ago George Mason had |Tony] Skinn. Jai
Lewis and Lamar Butler thai were all seniors, so there's certainly
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CURTIS: No. 51 returns inspired
CUim.honp09.il
forced the ao-)ear-old to transform and mature.
"At that point he wasn't the man I know he is," Pierre's sister
Kvan Rice said.'He wa* just rm little brother."
Pierre's sisters had little doubt that Pierre would recover and return to basketball and school.
He returned to JMU in late September and began practicing and
attending classes again. Pierre had fallen considerably behind before
mid-terms but carried on with a smile just like his mother always
had.
'
She died with ■ smirk on her face knowing that her son was okay
and that I could lake care of myself." Pierre said with a vintage smile
of his own. "That was probably the thing that helped me the most
through this whole process."
Ryan keeps in touch with Keener and is expecting her younger
brother to finish the semester with a Grade Point Average above 3,0.

[7

On the court, Curtis is averaging 11 points, 3.2 rebounds and 3.3
•sorts through six games and is ninth in the conference in field goal
percentage at 53.8 percent.
Keener attributes Pierre's ability to bounce back to the characteristics he picked up from Carolyn.
"She was always very appreciative to us as a staff for what we wendoing, but we were more appreciative for what she had done," Keener
said.
At 5-1. JMU's best start since the 1986-87 season, CAA opponents
may want to take a close look at the lanky guard wearing the No. 51
because he's playing for more than just himself and his team.
"I have no worries," Ryan said. "He knows she's watching and he
can't mess up."
10 interviews mere conducted ouer two weeks for this series either in
person or over the phone. Parts land 2 can be viewed at thebreezejira.

Preserve your holiday memories
One of friendly experts can help you choose

Qjt&)i

the right camera or camcorder.
Cameras as low as $119"
Camcorders as low as s199w

Qjji Ji)&)i

Deck your wall with a new TV
119" to 71", as low as 5379"

Car stereos with built-in
IPod control for less than $200
We offer a huge selection of top car audio
brands, including JL Audio.

Q?

iPods and IPod accessories
We offer 15 iPod" models and over 140
accessories for Ipod and MP3 players.

CRUTCHFIELD
Harrtsonburc Oovetleaf Shopping Center, 109 S. Carton St. ■ (540) 434-1000

Vkm

^

seven ames

9
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Mid-majors received more exposure when ESPN introduced its
"Bracketbusters" weekend in 2003. The mid-season matchups take
place in February each year and give the mid-majors an opportunity
to get recognition on national television.
There are six or seven BCS-type conferences that are always going to have some built-in advantages." Keener said. They've got the
money- to build facilities and so forth, but even with some of those
built-in advantages, the parity in college basketball just continues to
get better."
Keener knows about the recruiting advantages major schools
have based on his assistant coaching experience at Georgia Tech. He
coached some very successful teams in Atlanta while taking on much
of the recruiting duties from 2000-2004. In 2004, the Yellow Jackets made it to the NCAA championship game.
During the 2002-03 season, Keener coached current Toronto
Raptors forward Chris Bosh, who was chosen fourth overall in the
2003 NBA Draft. Bosh left for the NBA after one year playing with
the Yellow Jackets, following a trend that has become even more
prevalent in recent years.
While Keener coached at Georgia Tech. JMU assistant coach
John Babul played there from 1997-2001, and saw his coaches competing for top recruits.
"When you're at a Georgia Tech, or a Duke, or a Carolina, you
understand as a coach going into it that if you recruit a Greg Oden or
a Kevin Durant you're probably only going to have him for a year,"
Babul said. "You gotta use it as a positive and hopefully you can get a
McDonald's All-American every year."
The phrase "one and done" gained new meaning in the 2005-06
season, when the NBA declared that players must wait at least a year
after they graduate high school before declaring for the NBA Draft.
The NBA felt for multiple reasons that college experience should be
mandatory, and its new rule has led to an epidemic of one-year wonders jumping to the NBA.
The high-majors are not going to stop recruiting the kids that
are slotted for the NBA after one year," Keener said. "You can ask all
those coaches, I think they would take those guys for that one year.
They're still going to get those elite players, and that's one area that'll
keep them on top."
Although the major conferences will continue to gamer the top
recruits each year, many of those top recruits will bolt for the NBA after one season and break their college team's sense of continuity. And
while teams have succeeded in spite of this phenomenon, the mid-majors will certainly use experience to their advantage in years to come.

KULBACKI: Beyond JMU
MMlhaajpll
he got The Call" from the Padres' scout who had recruited him.
"It was certainly one of the best moments of my life because I was
given a chance to continue playing the game I love most." Kulbacki said.
After the contract was finalized he headed out to Kugene. Ore. for
the beginning of the Class A Short Season with the Eugene Emeralds, a
farm team of San Diego. The season was much more demanding than
his years playing college ball. His team played 66 games in 80 days.
"It was a big adjustment playing everyday, along with much tougher
competition and the level of play," Kulbacki said. "Everyone is a gifted
athlete, instead of only a handful."
After the season ended Sept. 5, Kulbacki returned to Hamsonburg
to work out and condition before spring training in March.
"After a long season. I want to make sure I take some time to relax and
enjoy having days off," said Kulbacki. who has not reenroOed at JMU.
"It will be weird not finishing up school with my fellow teammates,"
Kulbacki said. "But I have moved on to the next step of my career, and
that is what I need to focus on."

ATTENTION: SENIORS

S RECENT JMU GRADUATES

This position assists the Office of Humanitarian
Demining Programs with managing the U.S.

Apply now! Applications due: December 19th

government's initiative to assist the global community in their efforts to make the world safe

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

from the threat of landmines. Opportunities for

DEHIIIffllG PROGRAM FELLOWSHIP

international travel and working with influential
senior leaders are only a few of the benefits.
To qualify, submit your resume or RAP along

Location: Washington, D.C.

with the completed application form to MAC,

When: June 1,2008-May 30,2009

MSC 4018. Applications and more information

Submit application by December 19th

can be found at http://maic.jmu.edu/fellowship.

Paid:

$14.10/hour, 40 hours per week

For more details, please contact Lois Carter Fay,

Credit: Earn internship credits toward your degree program

carterlx@jmu.edu.

Apply:

http://maic.imu.edu/fellowship

www.thebreeze.org
Thursday, December 6, 2007

(For Rent]

EARN EXTRA MONEY 200
temporary opemngs. Deliver the new
ShenTel Telephone Books tn your
area Quick pay and a generous auto

2
BEDROOM.
2
BATHROOM
HOI SI- on 31 « Old South High available now Includes refrigerator. Move,
v.usher dryer. AC, private entrance,
private hath I'nfumithed. utilities not
included Nice with porches and walking distance to campus Group lease.
Short-term lease available 828-0464

allowance. Must be 18 yrs of age.
valid driven license and proof of
insurance (800) 422-1955 (ext #4)
8A4 30PM.H1 In

5 ROOM. 3 BATH. FURNISHED
lownrH-use Walking Distance July
2008 Available $1625/ month 8280464
293 CAMPBELL ST available Yearly
lease June 1. 2008 Call 433-6047 or
271-1952
Hoi M-N FOR RENT 12 South Avenue 5 BR. 1355 South Main Street 4
BR. 157 port Republic Road 2 BR. 1351
South Main 2 BR (540) 433-2126
HOUSE FOR RENT 2 Bedroom. I
Bathroom. Living room w- fireplace.
Kitchen, and back yard l-ocatcd less
than 1/2 mile from campus-1351 S.
M.ufi Si SI IVmonth per room. Preferably people *bo like to pony. Contact
Clif (434) 203-7177

HUNTERS RIDGE 4 BED APT Now
accepting applicants for 2008-2009
school year. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath. New
kitchen appliances Rent only $250Vpersonplukuiilities Completely Furnished
Email grdhamcracker929Ucomcast.net
or call Jon (410) 245-4478 (410) 2454478(410)245-4478
TOWNHOME 3 bedroom. I 5 bath du
plex lownhousc All appliances included. Good storage. Quiet Available Decor Jan $720/month (540) "OK-QI0I or
(540)434 2100
SPRINGT)8SUBLET 2 side-by side
South View bedrooms available for
the spring Each has own bathroom
and large closet. Will negotiate rent'
Swapping places also an option
6318773986

[For Salel
LED

GROW

LIGHTS

Vtr>

low

watugc
Warm-to-lhc-luuch
www.
LEIXinmLiglili.com
877-LEDGROW
GIFTS FOR MREMTS: HAND
PAINT ED Perfect gift idea, for parent,
alumni, friends and ladgating fanatics!'
Ilandpainted wftMf1 martini/ highball
glasses in JMU. VT. I'VA colors * lots
moreM. Also Slumped Bottle cheese
frays! Large selection al THE COTTAGE (197 South Avenue and Rt 421.
The OASIS (Main and Water Streets
Downtown! Hurry
YOU and your
gifts will be a hn! Afrordable, (7171
47S-244I
SHORTS. FITNESS Schwinn 410. Elliptical Machine, fitness-center quality,
excellent condition, used less than 100
hrs Paid SI800, asking $900 (340)
K2K-2377

[Help Wanted]

SEMESTFJt BREAK WORK!!!
$17.00 Base Appt. * I -5 week ml
program ' Apply NOW. begin after
(finals' * Flexible schedules " Can con

tinue in spring & summer * Customer
sales/service • Conditions Apply " All
ages 18+ • Possible scholarships ■ Al
major*, considered * Fairfax/NOVA
703-359-7600 » NewportNews757-

594-0100* Richmond 804-270-4300
• Virginia Beach 757-557-0080 •
scmesterbreakwork com
CASH FOR SPRINO BREAK Actively recruiting college students to operate
their own campus business. No experience needed S250 $400/ per week
Start today! www. HuMlclOI.com
EXCITING SUMMER JOBS with
weekends free! Holiday Lake 4-H
Center is seeking applicants for sum
mer camp staff. Benefits. Competitive
salary. Job training. Room A Board.
Laundry access. Employee bonuses.
Scheduled nights off. Annual staff .nl
venture Weekend, and weekends free'
Employment Period May 14 Aug. 8.
2008.Contact Nate Mahanes (Program
I tire, tor) 434-248-5444 nmaruuiesttvi
edu or visit our website at www
holiday I jke4h ext vt edu EOAA
ATTENTION STUDENT You can
still earn money in time for Christmas' And beyond! No risk, easy, fun
and can be very lucrative* See this
uri: hup ■ imyuil com 2kjMI or email
" yoiKandream<awehtvnn And I
will forward that link. Phone me al
540.801 0120.

FULL/PART-TIME

SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Trips, tarn
Cash and Go Free Call for group discounts Best deals guaranteed' Info
Reservations 800-64H-4K49 «wwslstravel com

JAMAICA SPRING
BREAK 2008

Fall 07 Going to court twice in
your college career, acting as a "self-appointed
lawyer" both times, getting
both cases dropped and
changing to pre-law
accordingly.

Dear JMU,
Log on to
www. thebreeze. org

THE JAMAICA MUSIC
FESTIVAL FEATURING
ARTISTS SUCH AS
SHAGGY, BEENIE MAN

THE BREEZE

AJMl' tradition
and much, much morel
since 1922
Concert Datw Manh 3rd.
lOtk. 17H>ftl4«l

and vote for
Best of the 'Burg
overwinter break!

Book Your Trip Today! ConUct:

-THE SLEEZE
-THE CHEESE

BE

- THE SNEEZE
- The Breeze
- THE FLEAS
- THE TEASE
- THE BEES

II00.UI<I<I

I Inn ni
1J00.416.7710
U09.42t.r7l0

♦winners will be announced in
January

Discover your 7-fome in TJarrisontourq
(in nwii i
BANKER
COMMF.RCIAI.

WEBMASTER
715 Port Republic Road

needed for small growing company
Flexible hours. Students welcome to
apply PHP. SEO. and troubleshooting skills a must Please email your
resume and salary requirements io
infot&iimesharchelpnel. or feel free
to call us with any questions you may
have (540)289-6512

434-5150

ffCampusHousing.com

WHOA' Hot. new, healthy energy
drink. You can become a rep or customer wwwmyverve.com/classact
GYMNASTICS
INSTRUCTORS'
Recreational instructors needed for
Monday & Wednesday afternoons
from 2:30 pm - 7 30 p.m. beginning
in January For more information, contact Hamsonburg Parks & Recreation
at (540) 433-9168

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

llarrisonburg. VA 22801

Mountain View

CoBeqt Station

2 3 4 4 5 Bedrooms
Situated n a high), desirable
and COOVKXKIt lOCefcon

V2 3 & 4 (tearooms
Uooue hoorplari cornpieie
with two Mp«Vf4e bvmg

4 Bedrooms
Enormous 4 bedroom 4 befh
un*s. fully furniened

3 Bedrooms
Feature* three tuft floor* of
spaoous Hvw>g Included 3 S
baths and 2 living rooms

2 4 3 Bedrooms
Each un« features its own
fwvjpUM* and pnvate deck
Also tfKJude* pool A tennis

3 Bedrooms
Bach un« has 2 baths and ra
tuay furnished Unique ftoor
plan ft deck lor each bedroom

4 Bedrooms
Three floor* of urn
■•»• le> M| > n*
end washer .dryer

rare Street TKharimmb

1 Bedroom
Ntw4y nsmooakM located
S Men from JMU
men* extra nee feature*,

[ Wanted ]
EARN MONEY SM Motivated self
starters for beverage distribution business. Lifelong income potential (540)
8104311

I travel)
.1 Ml SPRING BREAK!

'BARTENDING! S250V Day Potential
NO I vpenence Necessary Training
Available (800)965 6520 XT212

4 4 7 night trips Low pruts guard
leed Gn>up discounts fix 8+ H«»>k 20
people, gel 3 (ret Hips' Campus rrp>
needed WWW. StudenlCiiy com or
M'I."M|44S

LEARN TO BARTEND job placemeni
payment plans tiggcrsbartendingscliool
■■hoim.iil com (540(671 1202

NAGS HEAD 4 Month Student Sum
mer Rentals. Ma) Aug. vtahree/erealty.com (252) 255-6328

RESTAURAN 1

^^u^truauhCourt

'Madison
Madnon Square

1 243Bedrooms
Convereanl location to JMU
on South Maai St Some ut#ties included

flats*VCity fyrtianqc
flabQCituTxrhm

3 Bedrooms
Each unit >s fumrshed and
has a full kitchen A wet bar
Across from JMU Quad

CsmffirtftCourt

^«»tfj
4 Bedrooms
thnse floors of Imng space
fenced backyard washer &
dryer

3 Bedrooms
Furnished lownhouses w*h
2 5 baths Three floors W ful
kitchen and washefdryer

l & 2 Bedrooms
Lu«ury fiats located downtown Secure card entry
stainless aookances A more

1 4 2 Bedrooms
Located m Old Town newly
remodels d hardwood"ilr>
floor* washer/dryer

The Home of
Homestyle
196 Burgess Rd., Harrisonburg, VA

Graduate Study At RIT
Career-focused Specialized. Technologically baserj.

540-574-4666

Kevin Griffith, General Manager

Watt rt am seaj «* away seaeai
laaaHa at mm MSHI
3,000 corponta and gMtnnitrl pirtnenhpi

OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m.
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT

rs gndtarte degrees. Including US/UBA/yFA/PTiO
On-jaar maatar1! dagrm and ai^ma praf/ama
SO HMt cemen MprtsaeM rneaxh,
canauteiB and Imowtion

CARRY OUT
AVAILARLE

100,000 annni aotdanda

Contact us at: www.riLedu/oradstudy/4,
186B-2B0-395Q
Attend Our Grid Study Open Home January 7th, 2008

16 Thursday, D«emb*f 6, 2007 www.thebreeze.ort;
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CORRECTION

IN I II \K<. I

In the Dec. 3 issue of Ihe Breeze the caption on the trtllll
photo "Biignten the Lights of Madison" incorrectly described the
planned G.ristnias Tree lighting Ceremony. The tree was lit. but
the ceremony did not take place.

Friday:

Breeze Blogs.
lhebreeze.org
540-434-4240
800296-4240
DANIELSPRO-AD.COM

Imprinted Sportswear

PURPLE DUFFLES
UMITEO
QUANTITIES

SUPER CROSSWORD

ACROSS

Results of the
online poll:
How are you
planning to
handle textbook buyback
season?
Heading to Outpost
-27

I Weaken
4 O'Connor's "The
rah"

Hur-

8 Compose! Bartok
12 "Ad • per aspcra" I Kansas' mono)
17 Meadow mamas

19 AD At
20 Sleep like : 1 v.Ida helis
22 Oomk hook hem
IS "Ok. HOD I

Gei Up

26 Error's partner
2' I'nvure
28- Paulo. Hra/il
30 Tons of lime
.'I Box up
14 M.I-UTS llHIIIKinu'lll Mil'

Heading for the
bookstore - 21

38 Urban problem
39 Animated I \ wfiu
42 Hwy

Trying an online route

1 - Bud
I 46 Taj (own

-17

47 Tallahassee-,li

48Rita- Brora

R«r$9eaJ^

$19.95

$34.95

I'm hanging on to most
of my books-13

600J

T-SHIRTS

•

Total vote.s:-K
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Grant Your Dad's Christmas Wish!
Authorized Retail Dealer

"Give the Perfect Gift your Dad will use!" A gift certificate from Sears!

Wide-screen TVs, Tools, Appliances,
Lawn Care, Electronics, Fitness
Equipment, Grills, Microwaves and More!
We Sell Craftsman, Kenmore, Sony,
NordicTrack, Hitachi and more!

JMU STUDENTS
Give your Dad the gift of a wide
screen TV. Sears gift certificates
NEVER expire and can be used at
any Sears!

The New
HARRISONBURG

SEARS
Under New
Ownership
Visit Sears in Harrisonburg at
behind Shoney s, in the old Ski and
Skate building.

Sears
Roger Engel - Owner

Sunday 12:00 -5:00pm

If you keep a goldfish in a dark room, it will eventually turn white, the average
human eats 8 spiders in their lifetime at night, women blink nearly twice as
much as men. right-handed people live on average, nine years longer than
left-handed people, your stomach has to produce a new layer of mucus ev
Tsilrp
« Ttrvasilr
^d Duck comics were banned from Finland
c
**^" ** "O* ******•••
;-e no words in the dictionary tnat rnyme witn orange, purple and silver. The San Francisco cable cars
are the oniy mobile National Monuments. "I a:
I ie shortest complete sentence
in the English language. Hershey's kisses are called that because the machine
that makes them looks like it's kissing the conveyor belt.

INSIDE:
Study Tips
UREC stress relievers
Study diversions
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UREC offers resources to help combat stress during exam week
BY ANTHONY B00T7
(oMribvfiag writer

December is here once again, and with
it conn's the all-nighters, lengthy coffee lines
and the study-induced hermit agr nt tm.ils
week.
Stress runs high this last leg of tin s<meMcr, and many of us are ignonint of the
effect that this stress lias on our Ixxlics. More
importantly, many o| us arc missing out OH
the inipmlanl »i\s to.-omltal it and maybe
missing out 00 the myriad ot benefits to both
our health and studying.
luckily, the good folks down at the Uni-

venft) Recreation Grata htveow In
OM in imnd.
nt gain or loss. faliRiHM'hanjtrin.ii.
pedtemd hfttdathfn ire unong .i tew of the
mam symptoms thai stress pnxluces in the
Itody. said Holly Wade, coordinator ol < lump
Fitness and Wellness al L'RR\
"We offer MVanl things throughout tinsemester that are related tostreei nHd nfcl
W i 1' "llicrcarc different avenues"
Wide mentions massage therapy, a dUB
on meditation and yoga.
Toga is really a nice way to exercise because its taking the body out of stress mode
completely." said Wade. "It pulls the ehemicaLs that wen- overexerted to a normal level."
"I lake it once or twice a week." said junior Hillary Stetson. "It's a good mental re
lava i inn. but you get land of a work out at the
same time."

Yoga classes an? held throughout the
week at different tin H-S, with most sessions
occuring on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Students must register for these classes 24 hours
in advance.
Some of these avenues of stress relief are
1 I .it IMT> unknown to students, such as massage therapy and fitness assessments.
"I get a lot of Moll HI COmfalg lien- for the
first time who have no idea that we've been
here far wren yean/ arid massage therapist
EheVBUA, Hanks, who works at UREC ami off

rempw

The U-n.'iiis ol lliis therapy range from
MrOH relict (its key component) and enhanced at hit'he performance, to the hXTCMe
Ol blood tlow in deprived areas, said Banks.
The cost is between $25-$40, and del"inls on die duration of massage. lake the
yogi i lasses, registration is required by at
l< .1-! ^4 hours Itefon-a session It is open until usually 11 p.m. when UREC is open, said
Banks.
One of the last but potent arsenals I Kit'
persona) trainers to combat stress-related
symptoms is routine aNBKBN
"We do try to encourage students to stick
with their exercise programs, especially during their most stressful times," said personal
trainer Megan Eicholtz. "Exercise can help in
regulating sleep patterns, getting adequate
blood supply to the brain, and producing endoq>hins."
\\ en if your stressed-out schedule doesn't
allow enough time for you to hit the gym or

get a massage, there are still ways to lower
stress. Doing things you enjoy, like watch
ing your favorite movie and hanging out with
your friends, said Wade.
"Students can get too focused on their
exams." Wade said "Doing these things ran
help ki-ei) the balance in their life."

The Breeze wishes you
luck on your exams!

UREC Exam Wt.k Hours:
Monday, Dec. 10-Hiursday, DM. 13
6:30 a.m. 11:00 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 14:
6:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 15:
Noon - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 16:
Closed

VV®RLDAIDS DAY
I

1

I

I

I

I

V-J e c e m b e r

n

Need Some Extra Cash???
Start Making Money Today...
Become an Independent Travel Referral Agent!

ACROSS

choice

travel

Check us out on the web
www.stroud.umtravel3ite.com

Give us a call at
540-908-4330
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Study help available during finals at learning centers and Web site
BY BRITTANY WIISOK
(ontnbutinj writ*

As exam week approaches and the semester comes to an end, students begin to stress
about making the grades on their final exams.
If students are struggling with preparing for
your final exams, papers, or presentations,
or perhaps just need some pointers, JMU offers a number of resources that will help them
best prepare for their final exams.
If students need some assistance with
writing a paper, presenting a speech or figuring out difficult material from math or
science courses there are several learning
centers throughout campus designed to help.
The University Reading and Writing Center
and the Communication Resource Center
are located on the fourth floor of Wilson Hall.
These teaming centers will help with reading, writing and study techniques as well as
speech delivery and preparation.
Michelle A. Moreau, coordinator of the
Communication Resource Center, says, "We
are here to make the process easier." Moreau
also points out that you don't need to have a
finished paper or speech before you visit the
resource centers because they can help get
you started. If students need extra help they
can make an appointment with these learning
centers in Wilson Hall, Room 417.
II1. Science and Math Resource Center
is another learning facility designed to help.
They can assist with all first-year math classes
as well as the following science courses: GI-

SAT 151, 152, GSCI 101, 121, 161, 162, 163,
164, PHYS125,126m 140m 150m 240m 250,
CHEM 120,131,132 and their respective labs.
If students need help with any of these subjects the Science and Math Resource Center
is located in Roop Hall, Room 200 without an
appointment.
During this time of the semester these
resources centers tend to be very busy. However, if they are having trouble making an
appointment or to getting help on campus,
there are several great online resources that
can help them prepare for your final exams
One source in particular, coe.jmtLaht/Strategic_ Learning/, offers links to Web sites
that have helpful strategies for getting ready
for their exams. Some of these links include
time management help and test strategies
for certain types of tests. Melinda Burchard,
the learning strategies coordinator, said that
the 5 Day Test Prep is a particularly helpful
link for students. This link has suggestions,
provided by Stanford Universtty, on how students should prepare in the five days leading
up to your exam:
Five days before: Organize. Organize and
reviewing class notes and text that will be include on the exam.
Four days before: Review and Recall Review and recall all class notes and the important information.
Three days before: Rewrite. Rewrite all
the important information from class and
continue reviewing all class notes.
Two days before: Question? Students

should make a list of potenlial test questions
from the class material.
One day before: Prepare. Keep reviewing
class notes and the rewritten notes.
In addition to this Web site JMU also has
a Learning Toolbox Web site that provides
three different types of study tips: CRAM,
RAINS, and SQUID. CRAM is useful for multiple choice tests that usually require only one
answer, RAINS is useful for tests that require
you to choose the BEST answer, and SQUID is
useful for true/false test strategies. All three of
these strategies can be found on JMlTs Learning Toolbox Web site, coejmu.edu/learningToolbox/.
The Counseling and Student Development Center can also be a great source of help
for students while they are preparing for their
final exams. This can be a stressful time for
students and the counseling center virtual student pamphlet has links and advice on stress
management and stress reducers. The virtual
pamphlet can be found on this Web site: jmu.
edu/counselingctr/pamphlets/wm_preuieui/
indexshtml.

Srience and Math Resource Center
University Reading and Writing (enter
Communication Resources Center

5 days before:
ORGANIZE
4 days before:
REVIEW AND RECALL
3 days before:
REWRITE
2 days before:
QUESTION?
1 day before:
PREPARE

CELEBRATE. RE-CREATE.

HHWMIANCAFE

KOOvV'^OLlJ,
SILVER, & ANTIQUES

Make new holiday traditions
with fair trade handicrafts.

(540)433-1177

<pmq nttJs ntn \o\ uouiselfl Vm i/md

is the place low aliyoul qijt
me ojtke unqesl selection.' ofstetlmg siAvl

I opb Knrai iiitd orntimenls
from the PHHPT** 1 amlk
Holder* from
Mom
rtfefa*
trim huh,,

Specializing in
731

Mt. Clinton Pike
,.
,
Hamsonburg
540.433.4880
Mon-Sat 9:30-5

Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian

/rwtv on liu: east coast all at 70% ojl.

<4 #*59

Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

fotfn qou\ tottMeu of lt*i nt I
■ ■itselectum ii/rnntw
jHilniu jmy/ty till at Jacaunt prices.

lunch:
Monday-Saturday II 00 am - 2:30 p m
Dinner:
Monday-Saturday 5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

i/4>U mul >mvt
' IrtuKrn
US Rt. 11, Weyers Cave, Vd.
Exit 235 Off 1-81
1-800-296-8676

540-234-8676

IriitL i/i'lH.s Irani I>n IiintiMiiitt

'Dine in or Carry out*

Jewelry repair on premises
Open Mon - Sat 9:30-5
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Looking for a diversion to take you
away from the stack of papers and
books in front of you?
Check out some DVD reviews
and head to the video store for
some top-notch entertainment.

'Spiderman 3' offers new twists
WARNING: SPOILERS AHEAD
BY SEAN YOUNGIERG
staff wrrler

Calling all superhero fanatics! (Jet out
there and Rrab your cop>'of" Spklci-M.ui i OB
DVT) today.
Spider-Man 3." based on the legendary
Marvel Comic book series. Is die third, and
presumably final action packed mow in the
comic book trilogy.
Director Sam Kaimi (Spi(k-r-Man l and 2)
has upped the ante in nearly every aspect of his
Litest superhero chartbuster.
The intense new film includes plenty of
new twists, intense fight sequences, the next
gn iithm of unbchevabk' iiiuiputer-generated special effects and several implausibk1
villains.
If that's not enough to satisfy you, a new
nun,mtn interest, a kive triangk*. impeccabkamik rehef and a coupk' of musical performances (including a dancing and singing Spider-Man) added in should make any movie
viewer content.
Peter Parker has finally managed to strike
a Ikilancc between his devotion to M J. and his
duties as a superhero.
We find Peter Parker (Tobey Maguire) and
Mary Jane (Kirsten IXinst) right where we
last left them, irstatkalh in love-hut afraid to
make tile big commitment.
The citizens of New York haw finally come
to appreciate tile heroic deeds of Spkler-Man.
MI has finally lamkxl her big mk1 on
Broadway, as Parker manages dual jobs as

both a superhero and a bottom of the pack
photographer for the Daily Bugle.
The seemingly perfect love story comes
to an abrupt end, when Parker finds out that
his unek's murderer. Pint Marko (Thomas
Haden Church), has escaped from prison.
With vengeance on his mind Parker
makes Marko his new archenemy.
Marko becomes the indestructible villain
Sandman after he's exposed to a demolleculari/ation sand pit during a sck'ntific experiment gone horribly wrong.
To add insult to injury. Parker's best
friend turned adversary Harry Osbom
(JlJ1iesFrann>)secksn'\cngc for his father's
death by trying several times to savagcK end
Spider-Man's life.
Parker bonds with an unusual black
symhkite that unleashes a darker side of him
and threatens to destroy everything he holds
dear.
Parker boktM himself from everything
he holds dear as revenge viciously takes over
him.
Spider-Man must deal not only with villains and love but also with himself.
Once again the fate of New York City falls
on the shoulders of Spkley to save the day.
A very good superhero movk- well deserving of a :i out of 4 star rating, and well
worth the time of geeks and nerds alike
Spider-Man 3 is rated P<;-i3 for intense
action sequences. The movie runs for 140
minutes and includes a a-Disc DVD filkd
»iih extras audio iiimmentary, outtikta musk- video, a half-doa-ii fcaturettes and
more,
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'1408' provides thrills and chills 'Chuck and Larry relies on cliches
BY KRISHNA MORRIS
stoff writer

Stephen King dkl it Ifria In the midst
of all the blood and guts type of horror movies out today, '1408" provides a good oldfashioned scary movie that is sure to leave
you cringing at the edge of your seats.
Don't get me wrong, gore has had its
place in the recent group of scary box office hits, but "1408" provides a refreshing
change of pace while still offering plenty of
chills am! thrills.
Irie movie starts by introducing Michael Knslin (played by John Cusack) as a
talented writer who has become cynical and
bitter since the death of his daughter. Knslin trawls around the country to different
infamous haunted locations, writing about
the supernatural, yet not actually Mieving
in anything himself.
ITiat is. until he receives a post card
warning him not to go into mum 1408 of
the Dolphin Hotel. Hotel manager, Gerald
Olin (played by Samuel L Jackson), insists
that Enslin not stay in the room because of
the unusual number of grisly deaths that
have occurred, but Knslin eventually is
handed the old-fashioned key. Once in the
room, his paranormal experiences begin.
"1408" provides the viewer with plenty
of good jumpy scares and enough creepy
scenes to leave the hair on the back of vour
mvk standing up tlinnigliout the entire

movie. From the moment that the door of
"1408" closes behind Knslin, the viewer is
trapped inside with him to experience one
haunting scene after another.
Cusack manages to pull ofThis cha racter
jierfectry. Even though most of the movie is
Ixised in one room, Cusack shows the reader his change from a cynical non-believer,
to a man on the brink of insanity.
Samuel L Jackson's part is small; however his role as the confusing hotel manager
leaves the viewer wondering if lie's a good
guy or simply a participant in the evil activities of room "1408."
Director Mikael Hafstrom also does an
im.imig job at keeping the viewer scared,
while at the same time not going overboard
with special effects and staying with some
unobtrusive, old-fashioned camera technique's.
Yet, some people may find that the
movie is slowly developed and certain
scenes linger longer than needed. And for
those who have read the novel 1408, you
may also be disappointed to find that the
movie is lacking in the actual ps>-rhologicaI
fear and horror that the hook provides.
Still, for those who have not read tin*
novel, you'll find yourself tensing and tearing up throughout the movie. It is both
haunting and clever at providing a classic
scary and heart-breaking account of one of
Stephen King's great works.

IY KRISHNA MORRIS
stitf writer

In "I Now Pronounce You Chuck and
Larry," Adam Sandier (Chuck) and Kevin
James (Lam) play two New York City firefighters who pretend to he gay by registering
as "domestic partners" in order to receive the
city benefits. Originally, the two try to keep
their partnership a secni until government
inspectors start searching around to prove
the validity of their relationship.
ITie movie aims to preach to the audience
about tolerance and acceptance of all people,
yet ends up lacking in its convictions. "I Now
Pronounce You Chuck and Larry" MUM h l
show that it's wrong to tell gay jokes, yet telLs
them throughout the entire movie.
Unfortunately, gays are not the only
ones parodied throughout the film either
Rob Schneider paralleLs Mickey Rooney's
infamous Breakfast at Tiffany's character in
his role as the Asian wedding chapel owner
who marries Chuck and Larry. ITie movie
definitely does not treat these issues tenderly-, so some peopk- may find it offensive.
Although the movie wasn't really all that
bad; it wasn't really that good either. AN mi
half the jokes make you fall of your chair
laughing, while the other half leaves you
wondering what the writers were thinking.
Sandk-r tout's down his bonehead act a
little hit for this role and James' character

is just as sweet and cuddly as a teddy bear.
Yet. the movie is fairly predictable and far
gettable. Chuck and Larry get over their homophobia, Urry finally deals with the kiss
of his wife and moves on. Chuck gets the hot
girl (surprise surprise) and all is made right
in the end.
Oh, and Sandier is depicted as a chick
magnet who turns into a one-woman type of
man in the end But what else do you expect
from an Adam Sandk-r movie?
Still, one of the main strengths of this
film isn't necessarily the leading characters
Sandier and James are definitely funny and
create a few laughs, hut it's the supporting
case that really makes this movie hilarious.
Dan Aykroyd shines as Chuck and lorry's captain. Steve Buscemi is brilliant in the
small part of the city investigator, and I've
always had a soft spot for the crazy guys that
make up Sandier s extensive family. However, it's Nick Swardson and Vlng Rhames who
really steal the show in their revealing roles.
If you're not easily offended and can get
over the predictable script, then "I Now Pronounce You Chuck ami Lam" will actually
seem pretty funny. If you're looking for some
easy laughs to help pass the time, then this
movie will probably satisfy your needs.

Tired of sitting around the apartment or the dorm?
Head to the movie theater for some entertainment:
Currently in theaters:

Coming soon:

American Gangster"- Washington. Crowe. Enough said.

"The Golden Compass"- fantasy adaptation of Pullman's novel.

Beowulf " - animated version of the literary classic.

"I Am Legend" - Will Smith as the last man on earth.

Fred Clous" - Vince Vaughn as Santa Clans' younger brother.
Enchanted" - fairy tale transplanted to New York IT
"No Country for Old Men" - McCarthy's novel adapted by the Coen brothers.

Juno - quirky indie comedy about a pregnant teenager.

"National Treasure 2: Book of Secrets" - soqual to the action origkmaL
"Wolk Hard" - musical parady from the creators of "Knocked Up."

iHOlIOAVlJPiCiXtil [It's time now to book your Spring Break Get-a-Ways

DVD SALE!

Start as low as 9.99
Buy 2 at 14.99 and
IMEBH

Body Jewelry - Silvia
Posters - Tapestries

- 2 for 1 Cruise Packages
- Vacation Packages
- and Much More!
ultimate

choice

travel

www.stroud.umtravelsite.com
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Interested in working at The Breeze next year?
Apply to be an editor! The following positions
will be available for the 2008-09 school year:
Arts & Entertainment editor
Copy editor
Graphics editor
News editor
Opinion editor

Greenbenys Hanisonbui?
400 S. High Street
-X- (Across From Memorial Hall)

Photo editor

-JL

Are Exams Stressing You Out?

Sports editors
Look for the applications on joblink

Relax... ^P and Refill,

Oreo Balls
BV HICKIUNDEBWOOD
sloff witw

All of us need a break sometimes, esperially during exams, and of course, the first thing
we go for Ls chocolate: the all forgiving goodness lh.it Ls sokl in wide variety. Well, here's a
tun way to get to that chocolate:
They're called oreo halls, and they are
exactly what they sound like: balls made of
in..,

They an- rather easy tn make because all
you need is a package of your ordinary cream
i hMM and ■ package of oreos.
Take the oreos and place them in a large
gallon bag and close the bag securely. Tlien,
Li> the hug down and stompall over it to crush
die oreos into little pieces.
\IN r the oreos are cnislicd, dump them
into ,i large nUnf howl .mil add the package
of cream cheese. Then take a large spoon and
pound the cream cheese into the oreos until
well mixed Then scoop some of the mixture
up in your hands and roll it into a lull Then
place the ball on a piece of wax paper.
After all the mixture is gone and on wax
paper carefully slide the halls into the refrigerator and let them chill for half a hour. Then,
after they are chiNcd. take them out and find a
hatch of almond bark chocolate. If you don't
fed like using almond bark, any type of melting chocolate will suffice.

Melt the chocolate in a bowl until it is
creamy, then take each oreo ball and dip them
into the chocolate. Let them dry on wax paper,
add any decoration you want and they are
ready to go! Enjoy!

Ingredients:
l Package of cream cheese
l Package of oreos
Almond bark
Wax paper

Directions:
Smash the oreos
MLx oreos with cream Jieese
Roll them into ba Is
Put them on wax paper
Put in fridge for a half hour
Melt almond bark
Dip balls in chocolate
Put balls on wax paper to dry

EXAM WEEK 2007

December 9th-13th
Open 'Til Midnight!
FREE REFILLS ON COFFEE!!
(After Initial Purchase-Alter 10:00 PM)
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Rice Krispie Treats
BY KAflE THISOELL
Hell wriler

Sup <nit of stixly mode for fifteen minutes.
Crackle open a box of sugary kid cereal. Pop out
some sweet treats with your friends.
Rice Krispie* Treats are an easy snack to make
when you just can't look at those textbooks any
longer. They only require three ingredients, and
thive dishes. And they are fun to make with at least
thnv hiends!
First, melt three or four tablespoons of butter
in I large pot over low heat. As soon as it melts, add
one liag of marshmallows. Stir with a Large spoon
until they all melt. The mixture should look like
nuivlim.illms crvme. The miniature kind melts
uV fastest and most evenly, but the large ones
work too.
If you don't have a stove or a pot. you can
also use the miennvave. Mix the butter ami lug
<>t marsh mallows in a large microwave-safe bowl.
I le.it them together in tl>e microwave on high heat
for two minutes and tlien stir. If the marshmallows
are not melted tlioroughly, heat them for another
minute or two, stirring often.
After the marshmallows are melted |tffa| <■■iher method, its lime I<> tffc in the Rice Knspio
meal. Measure mil six Daps, or UM about half of
the n<gular-si/'tl(\2 o/. ) bOBL (Jentlv stir ifafl cereal
mtothepotor Ixnvliif nvirshmallows
One of the hot Wtyi to Ml thelivjK ii .it tins
step .lus| lake some spoons out ol thrdnmer.gi\e
one to each of your friends, am I < iij »\'
Or, you can make them into standard Kirs

1MU Irsihmon Kriilin Joseph browus an blue ol Ihe Imu while reining ol GiMnbetry's.

BEACON HILL TOVXES

Have a safe
drive home for
Winter Break!

www.Beacon 1 lill I«ownes.com

1'our trie mixture into a «>\n pan hev.
them down gently, let cool, and then cut
into bars.

In less than fifteen minutes, you can
relieve a little stress and put some sugar
into your blood. Once you've washed the
bowl and spoons, you and your friends can
snap, crackle, and pop back to your textbooks.

Thanks for reading
The Breeze!
Little Grill Collective
621 North Main Street

Harriaonburg, VA 22802
(540)434-3594
• Bring in this .
ad lor free ■
coffee with '
i your meal on .
iNew Years Day).

Serving Brunch
New Years Day!
9am - 5pm
All vou can eat Mexi
5pm - 9pm
HOURS:
I lie- I 11
T'.ini 9pm

Saturday

CLove,
The Breeze

Mm I LINDA MARS 540 246-1347 EiT
ISunda)
Ope'

FUNKIIOI si R
REALTORS'

9am 2pm
uwu.littk'milkullraivi'.com

Need a. vacation from work?

Visit:

ALASKA

Departure:
arture:June
June 21-28,
21-21 2008

H >iiRhti. In B«ljln«" . March l-«, 200M
or 5 nlRkt V.uat«"> Riv»r Crulu* - M-r. I. 1-1:1, /noil

ymrnl Dur
1 >.,.■ M ...
..... I. ill.
til. /mill
Final Payinrnl
brfnrr «l»partura
tlrpartur* <■■■■(B5 day* %m§9rm
.!-«.-.

Only $1099.00

*per
am
por |nT»i.iri'--pil
|■■
unupiM y, plus HI" i.

CHINA

Departi

Beijing: $1299(Ml.....ul„,
Yangtze River Cruise: $2498

doubla

(5 n!Kh< -«-> In II. -i|...K. I»l—■ 2 ..lMl.i- In Hh.n.h.l a.,,1 ■ 4 nl«h.
Vanglae River Crul*«)

NOX INCMDIHI POII rhargn, *••
■■H BatM f■'■»«• l-t-l or lh«a# tm+m la Bproi. S2*M>)(
tfpa aV iraiuirU*, al« oho It. hai ■■■■,*■. MIA ■!■•>■»•
Ii
■

-ii

TCI Hi

*TWpa .... I...I.- round trip air, hotala. *~i-ul*

itT—r

TT

iniiatin iwintiij

i
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above 11,000 feet...

iff■«i

dreams

Outward Bou

Happy Holidays from
RINER RENTALS,
Your #1 Source for Off-Campus
Rentals in the Harrionburg Area!

www.rinerrentals.com

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
\

